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World CoMmunity Day. A national- Ecumenital AsSembly-iS'cohvehed:eVery
three years to elect national officers and a board- of. Managers. At the
April 1971 assembly held in Wichita, 'Kansas-, 14,rs aerie Collins Harvey
-was elected.as President to head a Board of Managers of 140 women from
nearly 40 denominations and representing all ethhic groups in the United'
States. The national Office is located in New York city with MisS
Margaret Shannon as Executive-Director and a staff of approximately 25
persons.

For further inforthation write to: Churth- Women United, Room 812,
475 Riverside Drive, New York, New York 10027.
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Education by the Lilly Endowment, Inc.



ESKIMO PRAYER

IS there any remover of diffi'dnitYi Save God,!

Say, Praised be-God. He-is-God.

All are his servants and all:Abid.! by His bidding.



Nootka Bark Gatherer

A Nootka lady of the,Pacific Coast

Country-(Nootka Sound) illustrates one

of the many uses of cedar bark in the

region. Here it is worn as a dress.

Shredded cedar bark could be used for

dresses, for capes, for shirts, and for

making leggings. Itmas used in the making

of mats, as a rope tinder for the fire,

for soft padding on baby boards and

baby baskets, and it could be mixed with

goat's wool and feathers for a blanket.

The Noot'a were located on the west

coast of Vancouver Island from Cape

Cock on the north to beyond Port San Juan.

In this part of the country, the cedar

tree is prominent, and much use is made

of it. Schlageter says that women of the

Pacific Coast "wore their conventional

cedar bark dress, let their hair flow

unbraided and resorted to paint and

arm and leg ornaments."



THE CONFERENCE CENTER

FOOD SERVICES BUILDING

OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Dr. Ronal-aChatham:
Good morning; I think that we now will

officially open the institute on Indian Adult Education
and the

Voluntary Sector
which is being held-here-at Oregon College of Educa-

tion at Monmouth,
Oregon, under the sponsorship of Church Women United.

The purpose of this institute is-tb identify the-cutting edge of Indian

Adult Education
today and to discover appropriate

and effective ways to

support Indian Adult Education in, the community.
What we have tried to

do and What we wil-1 try' to do under the
Sponsorship of {Church Women

'United is to bring together
with you some people who have been working

in this area for some time and _together through a-little cross,--exposure

and back -and -forth
response, attempt

to get on the frontiers of what's

moving today in the United States.

The first thing I would like to do, however, ia'to turn the micro-

_

phone over to Mrs. Alice Leppert and Mrs. Dorothe
Dow, who are repre-

sentatives of your sponsors, the people who are putting on the institute

for you, and let them comment on some of the purposes
they initiated by

[1:

setting this up.

Mrs. Alice Leppert: Thank you Dr. Chatham. We're delighted to

.r-

see'you here. We're delighted
that you represent

so many different

kinds of community groups
from the various states that you represent.

Some of you have asked for a little indication of what Church Women

United actually
happens to be 'and I'm very happy to tell you 'this

briefly and if you have any additional
questions, you can see Dorothe

or me later. Church Women United is an autonomous organization which

[I

is national in'scope. It is composed
of-women who baud themselves

together in local communities
in all the states in the United States.

These women are usually members of the Protestant denominations,
the

Roman Catholic
Church, or the Orthodox Churches, so

that in a sense

'you can really say that there is a background of faith in action as

part of our motivation.
We are a group of women and in response to

the new challenges facing women today, we have not majored in empha-

sizing certain programs but we have majored in emphasizing the

development of leadership among women. And of course
when it comes

to Adult
Education no one who really has a feel for thatfield would

ever say that Adult Education should be decided.by
certain experts

alone, but that it must come from the people who are being

served. Since we believe that so definitely, part of the voluntary



program in our particular work is related to Indian education, part is
related to Adult Education for., Spanish- speaking minorities, and our
first workshop was held in 1970 for black women who were interested in
Adult Education.

The first Workshop was held at Florida State University where we
did the same thing that we are doing here today in a way. We brought
together black women who were interested in Adult Education and women
who were representative of the leadership of Church Women United locally
and had a conference on the right to read as it related to the disadvan-
taged groups in the South. And then more recently we had a workshop in
San Antonio, Texas, where we met on the campus of a college there and we
had the same kind of format. So that now here, we did want to put the
workshop out in the Pacific Northwest area. If we'd had a great deal of
money in our budget we would have included ten states, but as it is
we're delighted that as many states are represented as are here. And
one of the functions of the national staff, then, was to look for
persons who have very knowledgeable fields and national recognition in
the field of training institutes or in the field of helping.. Indian
adult programs decide how to develop or how to develop more-wisely, and
as we talked to the people in .the Adult Education movement -who were
Indian women themselves, we discovered. that all fingers pointed- to
Oregon College of Education in Monmouth, Oregon, because they knew
there were really great persons here on the faculty who could really
help us do this.

Our organization, Church Women United, is really trying to empower
women to be decision-makers in their local communities. We're trying.
to help our women see that the movement now in Adult Education is in
the field of these larger social and economic development programs,
most of which have an Adult Education component.

We feel that this conference, thiS workshop, is going to be educa-
tional all the way through, not just when we're in this particular room
because we know that-we brought here some people who have had very
wonderful experience in programs of their own and we hope that you'll
tell about what you're doing, that you'll converse with all the other
members of the workshop and that we will get some very good cross -
fertilization-of ideas here and we do say toyou that we are delighted
to have you here and we're delighted to be at this particular location.

Now, may I introduce Dorothe Dow, my colleague in a section of
Church Women United called the Volunteer-Services Section, and Dorothe
will tell you a little bit about her work and how it relates to what
we're doing here.

Mrs. Dorothe Dow: Thank you, Alice. Well, I don't think I need
to say that I'm delighted to be here and delighted that I had a chance
to meet some of you yesterday as you got off busses and got off the
planes. I think that what I'd like to start out telling you about is
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my role in the office, National Office of.Church Women United, and the
fact that I'm one of those people who is in the field so to speak,
because I'm in Washington, D.C. and national headquarters is in New
York City. There are several of us on the national staff who are in
the field. What-we do is in different or various parts of the.country
so that we feel that we can do this very well from almost any place in -

the country.

Volunteers in Community Services is that part of Church Women
United that works with local communities, ,,that works with groups of
Women who are doing the actual work in their communities. Now this
might be through their local council of Church Women United, or it
might be through local hospitals or whatever.

One of the programs that Church Women United is a part of, and
its a national program, is called Women in Community Services, WICS,
WICS is a national organization madaup of six women's groups. Those
groups are Churth Women:United, National Council Of Negro Women,
National Council of Jewish Women, G.I, Forum which is Mexican-American-
Women, and- MULAC, which is an organization of Latin Americah citizens.
Those six organizations have come together since 1964 to recruit and
screen for Job- Corps girls. They are-for girls who are in poverty and
:need to know about programs in their communities or ,programs nationally
that would help them to becothe trained to fuither their education. And
Church Women United is committed contractually to the WICS prograth.so
that we are seeking volunteers almost constantly to meet the 'needs.
This-year. we're going to have to find about 2,000 volunteers nationally
and those six organizations are going-to have to do that., And that's
in addition to the thousands of volunteers who are already working for
WICS. That program keeps us busy.

The other things that I'm doing'for Church Women, United - -I work
with adult programs and Adult Education programs. The interest that
we have in furthering health workshops or health programs, again,
talking to women, bringing them together in workshops, seeing that
they get some good insights into health problems, Adult Education
problems, and child development problems and take those back to their
communities. I'm in Washington, D.C., and I've had the opportunity to
work with .the local council of Church Women United in Washington and
they have sponsored an organization that was newly formed and now has'
a base of operation and are going ahead to implement a-child'develop-.
ment program. I think that where we can we'd like to be that kind of
help to communities. I know that Alice Leppert does this very well.
That if there's a council or unit of Church Women United that wants
some real help in planning a program or getting it started in their
community, that kind of help we can give.

I don't know what else I can tell you about. I think we can go
on and I hope that as we're here for the next two days that we can
talk and if there are some problems that we can share or some help
that we can give to you, that we'd be glad -to.

r

IF
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Mrs. Leppert: Dorothe is Oe mother of five children and I'm
here to tell you that she manages her family and her career very well.
I've been her roommate on several different occasions and her nightly
ritual is phoning home and checking on everything that's happened
during the day! I've really been very impressed, and very pleased too,
because to me it's a great testimony to the fact that a woman can
really make a great contribution but at the same time she's not letting
her family responsibilities get away from her. I thought you maybe
might appreciate that.

Mrs. Dow: Well, I think from talking to some of the women that
they're Joing the same thing. I think we do what we have to do, and
I think that a lot of us just have to do it.

Mrs.-Leppert: Thank you, Dorothe. One thing that I think you
might have discovered as -Dorothe went along nnd.waS telling about
those organizations that are in the national coalition for WICS, did
You hear :any Indian program mentioned? (No.). You didn't. I sit on
the national board of WICS and I meet the -representatives of those
six organizations. We are looking for an Indian organization that
will apply for membership in WICS and if you happen to have any ideas
on the subject, please speak to me because we would like to find an
organization that represents a major cross-section of the Indian
population or Indian community that would be interested in applying
for membership.

When the coalition, first started out, it included four groups
and then the two Spanish ones, MULAC and American G.I. Forum, peti-
tioned for membership a little later. And, you know they're the ones
,Alo know how to recruit the Spanish-speaking young women, don't they?
Now we're looking for another unit that will represent the Indian
American community and we really would like to have ideas about that
because, again, I think you understood froth what I said about Church
Women United we don't really want to have that old, maternalibtic
point of view, that lady bountiful point of view that says, "We're
going to do everything for you. . . .We're going to do it in our own
way."

What we really want are persons that represent the various
communities having a say in the programming from the very, very begin-
ning; so if you have any ideas on the subject'of who might petition
for memberShip or who might be interested, I hope you'll speak to us
about that because I would be very willing to carry the ball at
national WICS headquarters and see what we can do--and nothing would
please me better. One of the things that I did for the National
Reading Center was to see to it that an Indian woman got on that
national board, because when I looked at the Board of Directors of
the National Reading Center there wasn't a single American Indian .woman
on the Board. And we were able, through our contacts in Church Women

4
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United, to find an outstanding woman from Tulsa, Oklahoma, who can
represent the Indian community on thaepoard. But, this is a role
that as an organization we car. play. All we want to know is who would
like to join with us in getting some goals that are commonly acceptei
both by Church Women United and by various community groups.

Dr. Chatham: Thank you very much. We'll now have our first
speaker of the morning, who will speak on Culture Conflict in Educa-
tional Settings. It is my pleasure to introduce to you Dr. Helen

.Redbird-Selam, Professor of Social Science here at Oregon College of
.

Education, and my very good friend who, I've introduced at hundreds and
hundreds of workshops and institutes it seems like since time immemo-
rial. Helen is from the wrstern band of Cherokees, and she's been
here at Oregon College of Education now since 1956. Shet heads-up the
Training Center for Teachersof the Disadvantaged,on this campus which
encompasses; as I mentioned to many of you in-our informal discussion
which we had at Portland, sociology and anthropology and the various
graduate programt,chat we have in terms of the training of the disad-
vantaged. So, Helen, withou any further comment I welcome you 'back
to Oregon, I know you have been away to New York,City, and we'll look
forward to hearing what your commencs are on Culture Conflict in
Educational Settings.

Dr. Helen Redbird-SeZam: I've built up immunity to Northwest
"bugs," but I don't have any immunity to New York "bugs" and so I have
a New York "bug" this morning. I really don't talk through my nose
all the time, so you'll excuse that, I hop=, today.

Well, good morning ladies. Did you know that one man tried to
crash your meeting and you know it's hard to get Indian men to come
to a meeting and I almost encouraged him, but I said "No, I think that
the ladies are going to have their say this time and so, go find
another lady to come! " - -but You almost were "crashed" by a male and
next time consider if you want also to have Indian men. It is hard to
get them to meetings, especially meetings of this kind, but you might
consider them as participants in future meetings.

I'm going to read you portions of my presentation and then other
portions of the presentation I will clarify for you by example. This
presentation has no bias of any one particular academic discipline.
It is rather n synthesis of what has been learned from Indian popula-
tions and from what has been learned from conducting sessions for indi-
viduals in teaching whose primary population for education is the
Ameacan Indian.

The first one that I would like to consider with you this morning
is no one bureau or no one Indian speaks for all Indians and natives
about their ways and their way of life. If you're going t3 work with
the native population, to me, that is-the first thing you must
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internalize. That the Bureau. of Indian Affairs does not speak for the
tribal people. That no one Indian speaks for the tribal neople. And
this you must internalize and Nou must internalize it first, because
everything else falls into place after that.

For those teaching in and around reservations or native-claited
land, attention must be given to that tribal grouping in that environ-
mental set. Each tribal grouping must be considered in their setting
and must speak for themselves on the details of their way of life and
what they consider important in the decisions involving them with
education. To clarify that, let me say this. On Monday I met with the
Ford Foundation in New York and the Ford Foundation has access to all
kinds of information, all kinds of consulting people, and it was inter-
esting and amusing and yet tragic to hear them talking about who does

'

represe?it the Indian. They talk about mv-Indians and somebody else
talks about 2E:indians, and which Indian is more authentic. Does
having long hair and a braid make You more authentic than one other-

.group of Indians. It's very difficult- for those people that work at
this kind of level to understand that the tribal people are legally
and` administratively decided-by law and legislative practice.

This is known as a treaty base, whether it is executive or by
treaty with a particular group, it is the tribe that has the sovereign,
legal status. The tribe Speaks for the people. Their tribal councils,
their governors, whichever person, is elected by that group speaks for
that particular tribal group. The 'A.I.O. does not speak for it, the
National Congress does not speak for it, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
does not speak for it,,that tribeL-it is the tribe that is the most
significant grouping in relation to the Native American. This causes
people no end of confusion because it relates right back to the urban
Indian. There is no tribe called "urban Indian." This is the basis
of the conflict in relation to deciding programs about urban Indians,
because there is no tribe. You 'must-have a status that is recognized
by the United-States government as a tribe under law, or you have no
autonomy for making decisions under the United States government as .

tribal. You have the same right as amy other citizen, but-it is*not
tribal which means aboriginal rights, aboriginal status. The Yaquis,
for example, in Arizona, are a tribe historically and anthropologically,
they have resided ,in the United States as long as any of the other
tribes in the Southwest; but the United'States government does not
recognize them as a tribe under the governmental system of our country;
therefore, it has no tribal status in our country, none whatsoever. It
is recognized by the country of Mexico because that tribe comes predom-
inantly from Sonora.

So you must have a tribal status and recognize that it is the
tribal government and probably_in relation to the fact that no one
tribe speaks for, no one individual speaks fora tribe, one ofthe
other things volunteers need to internalize in their behavior is be
careful to not take sides with factions in a tribe. Tribal .politics
are the dirtiest politics you _in ever p,At into. You're dealing with

6



an objective goal, you stay with that goal, if you're educating, you
educate anybody that comes through the door--you don't determine who's
speaking for what or how they're working, you don't counter one family
grouping against another family grouping because the Political factions
May be hundreds of years old. T-LIbal politics are nasty. And inter-
tribal politics are even nastier. If you're teaching reading, you can
teach reading to anybody, it doesn't matter what his last name is. You
can have apiece Of paper, a book, a pencil, whatever it is, it's to be
used in relation to your goal so I would say that you use the scien-
tific principle, empiricil evidence, rather than deal with value judg-
ments, and value statements.

sure these other ladies that are of tribal descent here can
explain to you about how, difficult it can be for the perSon who tries to
sort out the tribal factions. It is literally impossible. Because the
tribal factions not only depend,on economics arid, social status,-they
also depedd'on which person is-related to whom. And you can't. figure
those.things.out because they go by bOth biological and traditional
meansin determining, who is a relative. .So my .first caution would be
define your educational goals and remember that you can speak to
anybody gather data from-any ,source,-but the business of finding out
who exactly speaks for the tribe--the tribal council, by law, is the
one,that is to make the decisionS for the particular group. This is
under the legal structure.

The other thing that I would caution you in relation to tribal
groupings is the factors related to inter-tribal groupings. That is,
just because you may have experiences about one tribal grouping, when
you go to work with another tribal grouping or you're working with an
urban grouping, you don't bring up consistently all of the things
about this one tribal grouping that will insult or interfere with
accomplishing your goal. For example, I am of the western band of
Cherokees. Now when I work with tribal groupings I never mention the
western band of tribal Cherokees. Because they don't want to hear
about that. They want to know about their tribal grouping in their
tribal setting. And so this might be a caution to you in understanding
the uniqueness of tribal setting because the history varies for them,
the language varies, and their ways vary. Just because they -'re tribal
people, it is difficult to always put the same kind of structure from
one tribe to another.

The next item I'd like to consider with you is that uniqueness is
normal,. With the exception of identical twins, no one is likely to
ever find another like themselves. Variation is normal among the
species.. Itis_always interesting_to us_who_are_Indian_that those who
are not Indian are always telling Indians how( like they the Indians
are. Groups call to Indians, to join various marches and campaigns

because of common adversity, other groups call to the Indians to join
their spiritual or religious ways because of the various Indian explan-
ations of the universe and of known of primitiVe, others say openly
there are no differences--we are alike: Indians are like other

7



differentiated human groups in the society in that they belong to the
same species and can mate and reproduce other members of the species.
They can sometimes share their blood with other members of the species.
Nevertheless, the reality must be faced that even though Columbus gave
the Indians a misnomer, even he recognized there were differences.

To be more specific, what are these areas of differences that can
be incorporated in the educational process. The first educational
concern is that-Indians differ in geographical placement. This difference
in geographical placement puts tribal people in only certain ldnd masses
of the world--North and South America." These are their designated
geographical land masses. So when you start talking to them about migra-'_
tion patterns, migration across the Bering Strait, know which tribe
you're talking to, because if you do not you may alienate that particular
group because a great majority of the tribal people do not believe the
Bering Strait theory.

Audience: Dr.: kedbird=Selam, are you including the Canadian
Indians as part of this North-American segment?

Dr. Redbir&SeZam: Yes, the entire continent, geographical
continent of North America and South America. These are where our
tribal people are. So when you talk about migratiOns, be sure that
you a:e aware of which group that you're talking to because they have
their own mythology, their own creation stories, that are in relation
to geographical area. You must also be very careful, this is true in
the Northwest, Alaska it will vary, most of the tribal grc -66 have
creation stories. They are not supportive of evolution. Tribal crea-
tion stories are-similar to the Christian creation story. They do, not
accept evolution or the 'Bering Strait theory. And one needs to be
aware of this, particularly in working with the young, full-blooded
Indian male, because he is the one that will carry on the religious
notions of the people and he can be quickly alienated from the educa-
tional process if you start getting into arguments in that particular
area. The motion related to creation is also characteristic of change.
It is instant change in the spiritual-workings of the people, that is,
an individual can change as quick as light to another animal form.
Again, it is a matter of creation, it is not a matter of evolution.

You need to be aware of this in their geographical placement.
. These land masses are unique in environmental and ecological aspects.

The way Indian tribal people perceive them is directly related to
their environmental-set: Tor-example-, -the Northwest-people have very
strong feelings about their mountains and their water. They believe
that if you have a heaven in a Christian sense, the mountain is where
they believe their spirit goes. Their religious setting, their
philosophy, is greatly structured to the mountains and the water. It's
in their environment. It's an environmental, ecological sense. This
is why the Yakimas are very concerned about the return of their
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mountain. This is why the Pueblo were very concerned aoout their
mountain. Because that is your church, the mountain is the church.
It is the spiritual setting. It is the final, ultimate church, if I
can make it parallel to the Christian organization.

The second significant difference in relation to tribal people is
the difference in history. Whether it is viewed in the a.assical sense
or in the anthropological sense of the history of man. For educational
purposes it needs to be made clear that Indian history existed long
before the.pilgrims or Columbus. What passes for history of the Indian
in the curricular materials taught in the United States is only that
period of contact with the European to the settling of the land today.
The tribal people have a strong sense of history. Most of them, and
many of them today, stillilave tribal historians. It was their obliga-
tion to keep the records in their mind and the mind was that part that
stored--it was the data bank--and it remembered which clan the people
belonged, to, which wars had been fought, which families had children,
it remembered all of this kind of data about the history of the people
and it remembered where this band of people lived, where that band of
people lived, who fished in this exact spot, who had a right to dig
here, these were in a data bank and so in the history of many of the
people even today the use of memory is still very significant. They
do not believe in references as yet. You are taught oppositely in
that it is better to know where to get the resource. They are taught
they are the resource. That the tribal historian is the resource of
the data. Many of them are losing this data, because the elders who
hold the information are not teaching the youffLand=so it is being
lost. Something very interesting about some groups is that one indi-
vidual of the grouping will hold one source of data, another individual
will hold another source of data, and when they put it all together it
makes a whole, because there's too much for one person to be responsible
for. If one of those individuals decides there is no one worthy in that
tribal grouping to pass that data on to, the data dies with that indivi-
dual, and some individuals have made that decision. There are certain
things that are no longer available from the minds of the people.

Indians differed and differ in their interpretation of the universe
and in the way they designed their way of life based on these various
interpretations. They were non-Christian in the beginnings of the
European contact but they were not heathens as they were called by much
of the literature written about them. Many of them are still non-
Christian while others maintain a duality of belief system between some
form of Christianity and some Indian belief system. This ybu must be
aware of. That if you take the notion that the tribes, andin partic-
ularly the Northwest, that they are Christian in sympathy, in behavior,
you will find sometimes great difficulty. Because they are not. Many
times because of the behavior in the past they have very bad memories;
persecution, prejudice, of interference by those practicing Christianity,
now they do' not take kindly to interference from Christians. And I
think you must internalize this. That at some of their ceremonies,
particularly those in relation to the dead, if the person is a member
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of the Washat religion, whic is quite common in the Northwest, those-
that are Christians are very often not welcome. Or if you are welcome,
then you are expected- to not interfere with the proceedings of the
death ceremony.

You will find also that the traditions of the people in relation
to their belief system, the one that peihaps incorporates a duality in
a traditional religious system or one that's been changed over time and
Christianity for the Pacific Northwest would be the Shaker religion.
Tribal people of the Northwest will 'both Washat and will be Shaker.
You will find this commonly occurring among those in'their belief
system in the Northwest. In the structure of the Shaker Church,
probably the place that it still holds in relation to tribal belief is
not in the philosophy, the philosophy does not vary all that much
between Christianity and the tribal, beliefs or in the fact of being
good, or who is bad or what is wrong and what is right, theSe are
pretty much consistent With your belief but in its interpretation of
how one accomplishes a goal For .example, Christianity does not really
involve itself all that much with healing: Healing or getting well is
for the Medical prOfesSion in your relationship., It is-not related by
laW, by philosophy, much- to the belief.system of Christianity. For
the tribal people both in the Northwest and the Southwest, the belief
system is related to being well. Healing. How well you remain. It
is not something that is off by itself. And the Shaker Church incor-
porates this phase very much in- their religiouS practices, which may
be why many-of them practice the duality of the Washat and the Shaker.

You will find among these people, too, and it still occurs,
various charges that pass on from one group LO try other that is some-
thing,that you do not recognize always the identity of the person or
the prominence of the person because he does not fit the status symbols
that' we have about.people the other universe. He wears no mark that
identifies him. For example, some tribal groupingS of the NorthWest,
in addition to the tribal persons in tribal religions, they had a
person who was above all other authority for that tribe. The best way
I can say it for you, is that he was the tone that read the'universe.
He read the universe for the people and he then said to the tribal
leaders whether they were inherited or elected by the people, "this is
the way the universe looks." For some this charge is still inherited
by'certain family members. The tribes who have those know who those
people are because it's in the memory banks of the people--it isn't
published anywhere--iet,in the memories and minds of the people and
in their behavior. And so 'you have in the belief system this kind of
notion there is someone there who can read the universe. You hear a
lot of people talking about spiritual quests-and purification, but for
the Northwest it is larger than that; because it is reading the
universe for a group of people not just for yourself. And it is not
just for you, you are not prophesizing just for yourself or for
ordaining what might happen to you. About the best comparison I can
make to Christianity is you refer to something about receiving grace.
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That's about as close as I can come in' that comparison. It isn't
like that exactly, but that would be, I think, about what you would
have in your, Christian belief system.

There are racial differences as well as Other differendes.
Indians do differ in physical traits froth othets. They have a
different way Of looking-. I. find this. very interesting in that we
flew ftom New York to Washington, D.C.; as we were_ coming out of
WashingtOn, D.C. last night, the Washington, ,D.C.Dulles Airport Staff-
was having a reception for a delegation of .Indians. The Indians were
going to Ettrope from_.Motitana, _as near as I could tell. We:were 'coming.
through- -my husband_ and 1-:-and-the airpOrt people- were desperately
looking for some tribal people. We must .have looked' aboUt as tribal
as anything -you could find anywhere so they daShed up to tte and. wanted
to know were we the people., And we :didliq 'haVe- any notion. about -What
they 'meant. -Flowers all over the place- and "NO, we're not the,people."
We do- differ enough that you can _still knoW that there, are physical .

differences. They were ,upset. that ,We-Were not froth--Montana, but
that's the way it haPpena-:SOmetimes-._

they do -not lOok like blacks 6-k Whites, in :PhYaidal traits_ but as
athalgaMation_has.-beeri prOCesS for several hundred- years among some
tribal-members: Many of the original phySical :traits have been -blurred. -

Nevertheless, the fullblOoded Indian of any of the tribes exhibits
physical traits a.,degree that he is highly -:visible and is
discernible by members of -the community _as an Indian of Bone tribe,
Whi-dh is what haPpened to us- yesterday.- These differences -exist and
effnita are_ now being -Made to_--ekplOre- these differences so that indi-7
Viduals and -their -Children who are _radiailyi culturally or socially
different -can learn to live so that their livea-can_ enhance -othera and
so be allowed to live that their lives--are---equallY enhanced.

In relation:- to, racial-differences, one thing-,-that yoit must
recognize with the tribal people, it is _legally defined. It is a legal.
definition. You m_ ay not ,say,-, "I am LUnmii,1"- am Yakima," "I -Ain
Cherokee,' if you do- not have docullientatiOn-._ It must be verifiable in
a court of You_'maY- nOt claim heritage casually-. It is not -some-
thing- that anyone dap -say-, just -begailse,,You -Say it does- not make it So.
You must have-the data Another thing._thany _peciple do not -understand- is
under the law, -under history, under anthropologY, the person who haS
the :highest status in -any tribe is. the full-blOoded Indian `of that
tribe and :this is one thing that -many do not understand because the
breeds have been talking so long thiS blurring _has occurred' abOut the
legal status of the tribal people. The status of the full=blood, now
when I say full -bIliod.Orthat rtheaff that person must -be
blood Mimi by descent, by law, by proof, ftill-blood- Yakima, full-
blood whatever. He may not be one half of one tribe and one half of
another and still have the. same legal stature that the full blood
person of that tribe- has. Now- this is something that you internalize
into yourself as data because it Can cause you difficulty in dealing
with certain tribal groupings, not so much in the Northwest but it can
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in_ the _Sotithwest cause you- diffitulty_. In-the Northwest they are, an.
inter-related, intertribal, and by confederations, rather than tribes -;
they are not so punitive. to you if yon,-get a 'little mixed up,. But the
Southwest can be -very: punitive. Some-tribe are so -strict about' it,,
they are so non-integratiOnist, I don't Meant thia-black or White
business.: -4 Mean tribal,, non-integratiOniat ,with 'tribal groups -arid.,
with other groups that if you intermarry" with anyone else of differing
trio_al_ descent or of differing raCial deseent- of any other group 5TOtt
are - automatically no longer member of :that'

The Ncirthern:Ute, for example, deCided. that -they were no- longer
-going to have' anycine-Wholhad .-anY. other mixture ciii.-their tribal .rolls and
they just wiped the slate _Clean: if you Conj.-01'f dOonaierit who your
descent was Some-; of the Puebloth will not haVe--,YOU,- _even if you Marry
.another -Pueblo- group, much less kepOani, .Chefokee',_
anything -,else= -even.another Pueblo :eliatinates' yoU-ifroiRMembership,_in
that particular PUeblo grouping., `-you-:Must =be aware =of whiOktribil
:gtotio#0 you are Working-With;_-6f.iwhat tibei'rrTniee-_and regulations'
are -ebonti des cent:

If' yott, are Wester_n -pretty:MUCK -haVe-
legal strUctitte. The wes tern. -reservation-tribal perdon.Will carry-With
hiM his own identity _otan,perann. That 4.-0-_ most of those _tribed
will -enr011 that individual -*id- he Will haVe a number, he will haVe- an
identifidation presentation that tells -you What ,his- tighte_ are,-and-
Under -What treaty-'Or = executive-- order': thoae- rights- =Come:-frOM. That
means that you= knOW when a pOliCethan.,stOpa--yoU'if:-=you: have a fishing_
right, if yein=haiie -a hi-fitting- right,- at is for thib-Partiaiiiit treaty
and for this -particular- grotip and the boundaries -,akid-timesand they
carry theta-4Onie tiof -them= call, rbeii- census. -fiuMberd-, :a Ole- of call
then enrollment nuMbers some of them,. dair;ihom --ntiMbers,
but the individual holds it.

Participant: Dr. ;Redbird=!Selam, I have; niy identification from
Alaska-if anybody wants to see it..

Dr: Redbird, a e tain : Witn't yOu hold it tip becatfae that's the-
. same kind of thing, Aleaka is just now in the process:_of establishing.
'. Many Aladka..people 'have hot _gond through this Yet .arid- they must because1

When the rolls close and they are not on those rolls they don't open
for them- again. Some tribed-keep them' open, _as- in the Northwest. They
still- maintain: their own- inrollthents: In the ;atate of Oklahoma they do

- -not.-- .__ ____ _____. _________

We'll- go the other way now so you can understand why these ques-
tions, these data sources can get to be so confusing to you In
Oklahoma, most of the tribes do not carry the proof of their identity
within themselves. They have to prove their identity by what we ,call
lineal ancestor. That is, you met know back at least three generations
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those lineal anceStors :beginning- with -thelgst One .that was-most
recently ienrolled-, remove'three generations ,and-"you haVe to offer
that kind of genealogical doeiumentatiOn--before ,Yciu may participate in
tribal elections,:benefit 'froth tribal -benefit0;_.go to Indian boarding
schools, ,redeiVe scholarships; these are 'the kind of data
sources. you ,must have.: For example,. I can take it through' the
Oklahoma source and for verification of my- .descent, the 'last, most
recent -person-that was on the rolls woulcr'_be_ipy .father. Our Oils,
closed in- 1900. My' father, would find=, is My_ first lineal _ancestor.
My mother is too -young: Ehe.Was not on that roll, so on lily mother's
side I must -go- back to her parents. I haVe her -parents-,, grand-
parents-,_ ,and .great- grandparents. -on- my -mrither's- side and m-
father =grandparents and just ,great-graridparentS'that have to verify

_that_ I am of -:Cherokee descent. It is not sothething _that _one just says
and :makes it ,so.- There AS a regal- definition; the treaties, the
boUndaries, of these are set by the t_ieatieS that that ,particular
tribal' grouping

As .you. work With,:then the racial rdifferenCea are--not:only,phys_ical-but Written--4fito,"the,donstitUtiOnal laW- of this Aau0'., It is
something thar,one needs ,to,underatandand':it vary = -just because
YOU:knOw: about one triiie, or yott:kiiiik:atiout the 'iiOrthWeSr .the Southwest
will Vdry.,

-Another -faetor_ -that-needa to be recognized that's very important
to you,. is that the name. is Very .-importanr.to- the indiVidual and the
name that is On- -the, reaord may- not actually the name of _the- family._ ,
-The name of thefaMilY,-,_ for _What `re0ori,,,-it -ntay:be for -Sacked purposes,
ii map be foeibeliel---ii'u#6§ei, it may be for just plain titicooperation,
but :the name-,- -the _.real nettle. of the people WAS--not- giVen.

The other consideration is- that -,the name of the people may be held
by the female- side-.of the -famtlyi rather than the -Male side You find
these Variations, Within_ -the 'group.' As you leek at these- differences,
you come to--Understand -the- -tribal.gronping"s legal structure.

Assimilation=the-:_meltingpot theory ,_,,!appears- more and' _more- to be
a myth. The process of making--a tribal _person feel, think' and act
like something elSe is ,seVeral-hhndred 'years- old. After -one -hundreii,
two hUndred, three hUridied-, -four- hundred years we still have people
thinking, feeling-, and-aCting something -that is labeled-"tribal."
Educators are beginning to clueation_themselves about this, Indian
communities are beginning to question themselves about their situation,
and the answers coming from /ndian _parents, Indian students, indicates

____a_need_frir-teachers-to-be--More-knowledgeable--about-and-"mOre-accountable-
for socio-cultural differences in the educational process. I want to go
over with you some, of these Cuitural,differences and continue
again with some Of them on Thursday when I Work .with yoU in the Teacher
and Adult 'Education. But one thing you can't get creative about around
here is lunth hour. And so I want to be sure that I finish on time,
that, Dr. Brody has time to make his presentation, so yoti-kget to lunch,
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'because a person to educate without a proper lunch time is a very
difficult person to deal :With. One -year a _group conducted a cOnf,:et=
ence and they didn't put a, Coffee 'break in,_ in the morning of in the
afternoon-, and in the -evaluation that was the Only -thing that 'turned
up consistently. 'You wonder- if you acComplithed anything. else.. It
turned, up all the time, no one took care of the needs of the -people,
so I want; to be sure- I ',quit at a time you can 'do these things'.

I Want to deal with you in- -relation to- cultures, the -ways of the
people and how they -Might influence the learning that you deal with. --
Culture influences' every aspect of learning; how an individual =feels-
about -hiinself, what -influences -him. to learn and what inflbences--hith
in his behavior. - Objective- knowledge alone_-does .not_ account tor.
behavior. Maybe I can -say it. this way: Everyone in' :here at one time
or another in his life hat boen. told- -",You.knoW-*be_tteyi Why, did you do
that?"' You have the -objedtiVe,knoledge.,,to knoia better, but something
inside of you in feelingt.-caused= yoU to.behave in- different -way. So ;,
objective =knowledge :alene-,dbeS nont 'account fet.

I want to explain theri in the -relation, le:the -WaY ,People, VieW_
indikridUalS 'NerthWest: 40-were doing a television- ..program
year they Notthwett and.one of the-,apnenncers,
was out of a _station .in= Portland ;_. r,c0-netrer :remember the names-,-Of
TV- stationt, ,and- was expressing to= .a =great_ Sympathy, for -the 11-Orth-i-

west peOple., The SYMPath'Y :extended =for -them -=Wat :because they: had-to:
go out and dig__thoft food., -Tfiey-h-Ad to go-04 _and:44 .'the- *44,, and
he was leferring to-Ithem: -aa "diggers" and in a-not very _complimentary

I said to him, -"Yeu,,do, no _understandit& wayt of the :peaPle
becaUte-theY.are becoming more uptet becaute- there- are no -resits- to-
dig. If yOU understood- the- wayt'- of= -the-0,001e;. you 'would understand
that food is a, part of-a-Way-of ;life- and :how-_you- feel about it _Thine=
-tribal people -.prefer the bitter-teat tto eating -Your- corn bread, to
eating your light 'bread; that is the carbohydrate bate- ,in. _their .food.
Roots- are what- they ate in the past and- still -like-. -They-;had- no -Wheat
in the Northwest. They did hot eat -cern. itoott- Were -the carbohydrate
of their -ctiet. _Th-4t was their 'bread- or- -their .potato, or their -ripe,
and that if one exprestes ;SYMP-athY-, if One_looks. at the -data- that cones
out from:Oregon -State.tniirerSity -about roots; the,data do indicate_ a
high nutritive source of food in roots,: -much higher. than that bread_
You're going.to-eat at lunch becante all ,you're getting is a
little stuff, around a lot Of holes arid -as far-as "nutrition, -it isn't
going, to go very far. This ,is objective knowledge ab6ut the food
value but he had internalized-Seine other ,values in hit way of life,
and he was expressing Synipathy because they- had to go. out and dig.
And. yet,. the_people...arebeginning-to-feel-trery-badly-because-many-of -the-
root 'places are going.

They are, beginning to feel very badly in the Northwest because
another source of food for them is the 'huckleberry and the huckleberry
fields are decreasing some by several hundred acres. I think one of
the largest ones the Forest Service figures will decrease by five
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hundred acres this year, because as plant succession occurs, they
stiperimpOSe themSelves on the small huckleberry bush. The people have
very strong feelings abotit the huckleberrieg. The good life for them
was salmon, roots, 'huckleberries and rootsnot steak and potatoeS.

Culture influences ways of establishing- rapport. That is, how do
you get 'to know another individual, another group who differs from
you in Social status, racial status, or- in a Ctiltural status? With
the tribal people in the use of .establishing rapport the 'one way that
I've observed, and Via always interested in this in relation to how-

Many males do you get into that Adult Education- prOCess- because -the'
Male is very influential in, relation to the female and in relation to
the children.- It's- how do' you establish rapport. -One- ofthe ways -that
I .see- many -people trying to_ establi-04 rapport with -the tale population
is the use of huMor. The non=lndian', teacher who= uses jokes,- -teasing,
and other "forms of modern-'hiiiior is to --aniline rapport betWeen-

. hiM and.-hiaIndian-_student to :the-,extetit -that- complete ealienatiOn may
occur: long -=been 'used'_ by, the -Vari0s,,tribal -groupings.-as a
behavior:- modifier: 14herlhiniior- behavior_ liodifieri_ it 'can..
be. -very: cruel.. -1-4:41Y tribal. _groupingS, and the .North-WeSt are no
different thin_Tthe other tribal- ,groupings in -this, one- =way of -changing
you 1.0::t-cYjiiiok, out your. inadequacy. They -Will,not tell you directly
Yon-are. .inadequat'; yoU::are ,ignorarit you are Stitt-44-i bUt :1:y- the- use
of tionme they will :get to 5?-0-the-fact that this -fadet -of _Your 'behavior
needs to be--cha.iged. They.-iitay.'bei So pointed.in it that you may -earn

-naine- that will _lant_iyoti;for the rentainder of your life and -men- -are very
prone -to--this--kind--of :behavior modifier. They use humor. Parents use
hunibr to-- censure Children. -They- use this- in order to-make the child go
in the -;path that they-Want the -child to- go:-

Another item that you need= to be aware -of is that_humor varies
from one tribe to another. What is funny with one- tribe is not funny
with another and I t know you learn it I. understand fairly
consistently some notion of What the -humor i& for many tribal groupings
in the ,Northt,49t--I at, unable to internalize !What is .humor for 'What is
eViderit for the Southwest and it is= not something_ that you apparently
can learn, becaute- they haVe tried to teach Me 'and the two gentiettien in
the back also lack 'that skill to- learn. We have lad many Navajo

who
_

students who tried to tell us what is a joke and what is fUnny for'
themplat what is funny, what they think is htitorous, and it --jutt
doesn't coke- through. We just don't -comprehend it. So it will vary
from tribe -to tribe. The only thing I find consistent among many of
the tribal grOupingt in relation to the male is that he is inclined to
play what the 'EUropean calls practical jokes on each other. They're
-verY--much-Indlined-to-that-kind- -Of -behaviciy,-7and-they-will carry it
out as if it were real until those that it is happening to very often
believe it is real for a long period of time.

Humor is a behavior modifier which many people do-not see. It
has been used often as just establishing rapport. Just one difference,
for example, you can usually tell the degree of acculturation of a
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tribal person- by how they handle humor. FOr example,_ the tribal
person that 'has been highly acculturated to the -1nropean way when he
make's' a 'presentation will tell you a joke. Robert -Bennett, for
example, when he makes a- presentation to -á _group may -tell jokes for
twenty minutes. A tribal, person- who- tends more toward,the other way
Will just start -talking_ to you immediately or may till you a story in
an allegorical fashion. If humor is used these people they will
tell you a story of an actual -Sitiiation to convey _their particular

,point'-and- not, to establish rapport so =that- you- feel., kindly towaild them
acause= yen glared something funny. If you are- inclined to-go -the

teasing: way, if you' re caStial in that kind -of way,- -you might -check -on,
what,kind: of response -yon-get from_ your people,

Another thing in relation to-_hinnOr-, ia:rhat--inan Of.the elders
are not always willing to communicate or talk 'beCailie--What they say
other people_ either think is humorous or dirty and the eidersthe:
people over .50rrand- many of the tribal.- groupings--this is Still true
of_';.the':Ootth*Oit7=---tise the exact 4iiolbizi-Cal 0604- terms. They do
not- -clean it Up:; For ekaMple--,, I et tended a funeral last week that
lasted three whole days of 24-hour _SeSsiOns. One of the elders of the
WerM, Springs tribe, After having to sit as many days as she was having
to sit and rise and_eing::ernt, sit again on the;hard:flOot 'the_ hard
bench, she :finally :got Up- on:;tha-third: deY--,and-=taid, to some us that
were around, "My 'bUtts-s-arre7getting_tired-,7=and Many--peopla- 'laughed_ and
-she=lookedi-iit them kind of strangely because she was stating -a_ fact in
English as-she:_kkietE how to -state' it. It was a statement of fact, she_
-meant not to be humorous, she meant to be teken-.-aS that -Part of her
:body. She didn't say :"rear,'''' you know that ,would have _Cleaned= it up,
but ahe- didn't :say that .

-ICOMmenta__irom 044idii;ej

r think this is -tine:, Atid- that'S _One-rreeson that many of them_ are
:Unwiilinik to say--because they de not clean, as other :people say, "Why-
-don't 'Yon, clean it up?" Well, to them -they're, stating it as they under-
stand-stand- it without -thaki4:# ,petty :

.
-NoW-the last item I-Want -to talk to you about,- or Dave BrodY- will

be hitting:- me on the here, ,hoo..00.. Wien influences, comiiunica-
ticin. In all of the -literet_re- Written- about_ the American Indian', much

,attentiony is given i to his so-called -pass1.11.4ty. He has become stereo-
typed-, as non-verbal,_ .giyen_-only to sign language and grUnts. :There
,needs to be attention -given to breaking 'down the stereotype of the non-
verbal tribal person. It is an absolutely verifiable situation that the
Oral tradition. has;beett of_ the_ greatest importaake-in-tha-history.-of,
the tribal :people. This was one of the ways the .process of -education
was carried on in the various tribes. It as also the -means for the
tribal hiStorians and for tribal- medicine _People to keep records of
whet had transpired. There- were no books or stone tablets for record
keeping and for educatiOnal _pbrposeS. What was in the minds and memo-
ries of the methbers of the tribe, their ways Of life going on from .one
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generation to another was by the use -of the oral tradition. Probably
the source of the sterebtype,Of -a non - verbal tribal person teats on his
concept of waste. A,Wa§telpf word§i-a waste ,of emotions,_ -were looked
upbh With'the Same abhorrence that WA-Ste-resulting -krbia needless
behavior would-be viewed.

For ekaniOle,-a tribal perSon endountering4=and'I exhibit this
behaVior today, I will -not ,tty to-,doliVince yoti-ok anything or -perSUade
you on all thoseP§YohOlogiadi teats indiCating your- ability to '

perenedelahybOdy4-mihe i's,practically-,zero becauSein my- _belief system
you do not WaSte.WOrdabk-thoSepeOple that are not wanting to learn.%
If I efiddlinterSOMOOne that'a_gOihgto.ihVolye the,-MadiSon AVenUe tech-
-migne,---iihce it iStiliOn my internalization of beheVicir,-I.don't use
it - -I won't ,waste wbfda-on thatperSon;beceuse like-to me is toot short
and I'll -keep thenito-MYSelk: Likewise, if atribelperSon=doeSli4t
want to-hear it, his ears are alO§ed. One otthd-way§ that yOu -find
thiS-Ont,, and:elWaya_e0 intereated. in this even for those who- -say

y-FAO to leermi-Will 00i6-14p,alictsay, yOu_knOW,, lityantto-knoW,
will ,you tellie".ehdl-teWthentilonktic4i,frOM:Where I -a*zaa,a.C61-
retelYes I-ba*teil them and: the 144Vidnal:Wili2COMe-',badk AndAdY,_
oh%,Aiut thaea_nbt-the-Way-it'iSenTI'li say, theme, Did YOu

want to hear 1t pioni'm-e-ot did yOu.weht to tell me-4.1w you- thought it
Wes?"

Anyone who has ever attended a tribal setting, ever attended a
traditional tribal funeral, attended a traditional tribal coi7cern,
you'll find that the-teeting§ of those people, that fiinerald cap go on
for days, around the clock' with people-saying how they feel about This
and the same with the questions. Twelve o'clock, you'll'fihd some of
those tribal meetings still going on decidingjwhat they're going to do.
Non-verbal? NO, they're not non-verbal-,-it's just that theydon't like
to talk to walls that don't-hear, which_ is the way some people appear
to them.

You don't like to waste emotions on people because this makes you
angry. This disturbs you as a person so you're wasting emotions on
something that you should not even waste emotion on because you're not
a God. It is not for you tc change the universe or try to make a
snake. There are some people, as I look at it, who are rattlesnake
kind of*people and you're not going to make a bbll snake out of them
no matter what you do. Just leave them as rattlesnakes becanse you
wouldn't rid the,world of rattlesnakes if you were a God. The world
needs rattlesnakes. They have as much a. -right to exist as bull
snakes. So when you look at that notion of oral communication, I
think we have the man who treats oral communication the best that I!ve
had an interpretation of, is Scott Momaday. He writes in the oral
tradition. He writes as the people once talked and can still talk.

Now, so that I live by my'belief system with others, is that the
last thing is cultural influences, ethnic and tribal differences. That
is, the culture for the tribe will vary. Some cultures are related to
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_age roles, certain ages have certain rights, certain kinShip roles,
certain authority pOSitione go with that partioilar, trouping, the sex
,role- -just the same as EOropean6 have roles_ in relation "to -sex. In the
tradition as you look _at the Northwest, yotk.thuSt be careful: of the

status of the male. He has a very high Status._ I learned this, the
hard way. I married- a Yakima. and t thought iCherakee tradition you
walked-equally'. To be'martied, I walked behind. You are ,equal in-some
positions, some poSitibfiS' yoO- are -not. But -you .need to -look at thede

kindS so that if you as sa teacher, as a volunteer .wbrker become too
authoritative with males in:certain situations,- they-will not respond.
You can--and with the -young:male-the ybOnt malebetwedh 20 and 507'7=
you partidtlarly need to be careful: When the male gets to be an
older male, he can- look sat yod as 10- grandahildren-ancl,he willing to
.tolerate a little _more of this authorithfiVe;behaviOr than he can when
he is from 20 to 50. So the ale will make a difference: You can find
that there is-_a greater toleration, at -certain_ levels.. As you look at
theSe dikkdrences, as you took at why these Cont-lidts- carry' _o`ver into

the ClashroOM,- the That. phase trihAl_:000016A0 no t just
want to take . If yoU -want to learh they AO -want -to- Share:- ttieyike-

willing:to: _Share- with YOU,What them, their, time to
learn. They _juSt- dOn'-t- want to take_ , ydi# Theyc.ihrit -to- share

what is of value, what is impOriant to them about their ways, they just
don't want to take completely from you.

Thank you, and I did fihiSh on time.

Dr. Chatham: Thank you, Helen. I think our time for a break has
come. Mrs. Leppert, did you want to say anything?

Mrs.- Leppert: I just wanted reassurance from you that Dr. Redbird-
Selam's speech is being taped and it will be available?

Dr. Chatham: It is being taped and .Heleli .and I will edit the -tape

at the conclusion of the institute and we will then, through your
guidance, publish this in a form fairly similar to the brochureS which
have been handed Out on the institute itself. These will then be sent .

tb Church Women United for distribution to those who have attended the
institute and others.
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SECOND SESSION

DrDavid.Brody: I-can think of, no better -way to Start my talk
than to-call attention. to Dr.Helen Redbird-Selam's comments earlier
this morning when-she stressed the importance, of recognizing- the

native Aterican in terms of his unique world differing in basic respects
from the world Of the Anglo American. She made a point of further
importance in eMphasiiing the extensive variation in cultural influ-

-endesSmong American Indians. It is not as if the native Atherican is
a member of a homogeneous sotial-groUp-characteriied by a uniform
culture. Just "as there Are essential differences among societies and
nations throughout the world se also in the case of the native
American each tribe must be understood in terms of- its own heritage-
and culture.

The Anglo Atherican through-his own ignorance has far too often
failed to recognize thisbasicfact in organizing ed#atiopal prograMs
for -the native American. We` have too longlpitt:ureci-the-Ateticail

Indian as a` person- shoUid be-expetted=te conform-'to -a-Way*of life
lordighto-hi§ oc4n-. The- time is too long past Whenve-canontinue to
SubjeCt hiM to educational programs Which neglect his traditions-and
basic beliefs, In .doing so we forget a most fundamental point that
learning can have no Teal Meaning unless it is built around the life
experiences of the learner.

Unfortunately, so many of the educational programs fostered on
the American Indian have neglected this very essential point of orga-
nizing instruction around the life experiences of the student. This
has come about through the "white man's" ethnocentrism which has
guided him along pathways of bias and prejudice in his relations with
the native American. Through his failure to see the native American
as having a rich .cultural heritage, of his own and through his lack of
appreciation of the heterogeneity of cultures among Indian tribes, the
"white man"' more oftenthan not, in fostering educational programs on
the "red man," has intensified racial barriers.

If we are to strike at the barriers which block communication, we
must first learn how to listen to those for whom the educational
programs are designed; we must also ofmecessity involVe them in
program planning. Unless we do this there can be.no real hope of
removing the barriers which interfere with adequate communication in
the teaching-learning process. This to me is the real import of Helen
Redbird-Selam's words, for if we are to reach the world of the student
we must as an essential first step develop an awareness of that world.
It is an awareness that needs always to be maintained at the very
forefront of our teaching if we are to succeed in breaking down
barriers to communication.

In building on Helen Redbird-Selam's remarks I would like to
propose a second kind of awareness which complements our awareness of
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how we as human beings differ from one another. This is an awareness
of what all of us as hdMan beings share in -comMon, for-it is through
the. sharing of common-experience-ST-that we can-trUly-hope to understand
one another. If I want to reach -another'-person regardless of Whether

he is a member of my ethnic or racial group, I can_do so only as I
base my communication around-those experiences-that have been a part
ofboth our worlds. In other words-:our awareness need's -to encompass;
not only an understanding of h ',w we are different-bdt also an under-

. standing of how we are alike,

It as around this basic theme that would like to del:7616p my'
remarks. In.So,doing I shall draW on the reported experiendis of many
people whopcomejrotha variety Of social and-cultUral settings. I .

Shall also draw on my.oWn-experienceS:as a teacher who -has learhed as
much from-the students in his,claSsroot-as frOm_the_ProfeSsional'
courses he was requiredto-take-in,college. mention this' because
in the field of-teaching_we frequently: fail _t0 _place enough 60phaSis
on the hUManizing experiences that: nake itrpo6Sible for us to reach
out anct.dommunicate with fellowman: In Adult Education - particularly
We cannot affOrd-tO.Ohdeiiieof-teadher:OreparationSolelYin terms,
of specifically organized academic-experiences. We must of necessity
draw On all varietiesOf man-'-s experiences if-we are to establish an
adequate base Of communicating with students.

The remarks that follow are drawn from the presentation on
October 28 -20, 1972; the participants were invited to interrupt
the speaker at any time for the purpose of asking questions or making
comments. The talk as presented here is based on a written c'ddress
prepared in advance and does not include the numerous questions and
comments raised by the group.

It is with this intent to draw from many different sources of
man's experiences that I wish to discuss the general topic "Commlinica-
tion and the Art of Teaching." In thinking of this topic my thoughts
take me back to a book I read not too long ago - -a book dealing with
the problems of human beings in a state mental hospital. It is
written with compassion, with understanding and with a deep apprecia-:
tion of the problems which confront human beings who have difficulty
in communicating with one another and who have lost their capacity to
relate themselves adequately to other people. In reflecting on the
tragic consequences of mental illness and on man's inability to fully
understand the dynamics of human behavior, the author as he concludes
the book, refers to a report on the dedication of the Mount Palomar
telescope several years ago.

At the time of the dedication it was possible to view a star
never before seen by man--a star so distant from the earth that light
traveling at the rate of 186,000 miles per second requires 195,000,000
years to reach the earth. And yet, unimaginable as such a distance may
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be it doesn't begin to compare with even greater distances reported by
astronomers as they search fOr data about-the universe:` These
distances are -of such awesome eOro0Ortions that they:cip only_make one
wonder whether man and his world-can have any significance_in a.univerie
soOVerWhelming in size., ButWe.muit:bereMinded, as: one of the
speakers at the dedication pointed out,-"that although-the philoiopher
may say, "Astronomically-speaking man is- completely negligible,' the-
psychologistemi, reply, 'PhilosoOhicallY speaking man is the astron-
omer .

tu

In this., onnecticin I like to- think -of LOrehrEiseley's comment in
hiebook,. The Immense Journey. As-he_disCusies-the evolution of the
human.4speties"he'referti td-the-most remarkable dreation'inthe'world--
the'humin-brain. And no matter how imall_and'inSignificsOtthe-human
organikm,may appear-to be, the fact is that-his-Unique-brain-has
permitted hi0 -to-probe the mysteries of A410-Univereein:a way that is
possible to, -no When viewed agoinSttheback=
*round of -what mail:had been- able tO-discoyeri-hierecOrd:bedomeStrUly

OpreiiiVe. A*Lyit,-despite*s-SUcceatiln-Unra4elingthe Mysteried
athe,worldih:Which-hejliVeeilheLfinda--thiO4-eVerY,-Oestion-he
res6i4i6,:hd.only'raiSekne0,qUeStionsin-turn._ 1C-vwhet-**thislOOte
evident-than-in:hia itteMOitOunderatand..itWbehaVior.of-the-;hUMan

organitm:TOr-akhePrOgreSSeirin-hissCientific.diplOritions,-he
comes -to realize that the greatest Mystery of ill-is man himself.

In Studying man we deal with-dome-of-the most complei and contra-
dictory OhenbienawhiCh are manifested in the universe. On the one
hand we have a creaturevhose_reasoning capacity is developed-to such
a degree that no other organism can, even begin to approach it. -His.
rational pOwers are of a level-that is truly unique among living
beings. Yet this creature who can formulate atomic theory, who can
control -the forces of nature -by constructing the most complex of
machinery, who can modify his environment so that he can inhabit
almost any part of the world (as well,as areas under-the suriace,of
the seas or in outer space) andMlo can develop the Most abstract of
concepts is nevertheleiS a creature who-is given to hatred, to envy,
to insecurity, to fear and to other psychological forces which threaten
the very integrity of his being.

Thus, despite his ability to reason, to think, to conceptualize,
and to create he is still very much affected by irrational influences.
And what is even more. ironic about man is his skill in employing his
rational capacities to support and guide his irrationality. This is
beautifully illustrated in the Freudian comment that the superego can
sometimes be corrupted by the id., In such instances we find man
elaborating logically sound arguments to justify hostile and aggressive
impulses toward others. I am afraid there are far too many tragic
illustrations of this capacity in man when we look back on the histor-:
ical eventsof the twentieth century, let alone man's history prior to
this century.
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It is' this sort of creature we are called upon to educate--a

creature who is highly inconsistent within himself in being both
logical and illogical, rational and irrational. As- teachers we must
not forget, as we are too-apt to do,,that it is not only the student
who displays-these frustrating characteriStica--but,' that you and I
as teachers are not baSidallY different-from our students-that as
human beings we too are logical andiilogical, rational and irrational-_
and that like the students we teach,-we bring to the classrooth a back-
ground of experiences which color and influence the imparting of
knowledge and the teaching of skills.

If we are to understand the teaching process we -must -know some
thing. of the problema which confront teachers and students when as-
emotional beings they try to communicate with one another in a,class-
room setting. A teacher who is honest WithAdtselfwill recognize
that he has students who threatenhiMJ-whotetent him, who deeply
respect him -and lock to-him-fOrguidande. He-will also tecognize that
he-in turn-may threaten theetddentshe.teachesil!eim4y-shoW-respect
toward-them; he may resehttheini,helay-,hel'biesdIaVerably toward

soMeannfavoratily-t0Watd-cithera.: Thtai,_both_teacher'and-atudent
Are ought up- in an emotional:inVolvement'with-each-other. I-Should
like -to -add that hot-Only ate.We as teachers daught:dp in anemeitional
involveMent with our students,- but we also are caught up in an
emotional involvement with our colleagdea=aa we work together on a
day-to-day badis. And most important of all, each Of us is caught up
in an emotional involViMent with himself. These involvements with our
students, our colleagues and ourselves are just as much a part of
teaching as is the presentation of-Subject matter.

In developing this point, I am rehinded of a passage fiiim Tolstoy's
novel, War and Peace. In this novel, Tolstoy not only depicts the
impact of historical events on society in general but also shows remark-
able insight into human behaVior as he. exatines the motivation and
feelings of individual men and women. Yon:maytemember one scene in
which Pierre, the_ main character in the novel, is addressing his fellow
-Masons, trying to express his ideas. As he Speaks, Tolstoy tells how
Pierre "was struck for the first time by the endless variety of men's
minds which.prevents a truth from ever presenting itself identically
to two persons. Even those members who seemed to be on his side,
understood him in their own way with limitations and alterations he
could not agree to, as to what he always wanted most was to convey his
thought to others just as he himself understood it."

Tolstoy's words 'apply to all of us aswe try to communicate with
one another, for it is in the variety of our emotional involvements
as humanbeings which makes it so difficult to present a truth"iden-
tidally to two persons." Yet, the fact remains that the need to be
able to express to others our thoughts and feelings and to be under-
stood by others is vital to our well-being. And I feel that our role
in the classroomis related to this fundamental need to communicate
with others and to be understood by them. I believe it is a role not
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unlike that played by an actor or writer. zhe actor it is essential
that he communicate himself through the cL terization he portrays.
As to what motivates the writer-, let me re. lm an editorial comment
in an issue of Harper's a few years ago. ". .ter writes not because
.he is educated, but becaUse he is driven by - need to communicate.
Behind the need to communicate is the need to .care. Behind the need
to share is the terrible and remorseful need to be understood."

I 'would posit that the teachdr, to whom teaching is really signif--
icant, likewise has an overwhelming need to communicate and to be
understood--an impelling need to communicate to others:

the sense of wonder, awe and reverence as we contemplate the
universe in which we find ourselves,

the expression of feelings in literature, art and music,

the skills required in learning to read and write,

the points of view to be found in mane writings,

the nature of scientiific investigation and the need of
objectivity in weighing evidence,

the sources of our knowledge, and

the appreciation of man's capacity to conceptualize and to .

frame abstract. deas.

This and much more the teacher finds it necessary to communicate to
students so that'they are able to understand, to comprehend, to become
curious and to feel impelled to search for knowledge, to become creative
and to become concerned about fellow man.

As we talk about communication the word itself fells off our lips
rather easily, but' unfortunately when we try to,define the term we
find ourselves hard pressed; we find ourselves hard pressed-because we
must fall back on the use of words and words cannot always contain the
essence of our communication. It is one thing to experience a feeling
emotionally; it is quite another matter to express it as a cognition
in words.- Something vital is lost when we employ symbols to represent
the real experience. The problem of communication becomes even further
complicated when as teachers we frequently present ideas which have
reality in our experiential world but have no basis in the experiential
world of the students we teach. I think Santayana put it very well
when he stated that "the great difficulty in education is to get expe-
rience out of ideas."

In expressing our thoughts in words we discover that too often
our words do not always jibe with our actions or even correlate with
our basic feelings. Not only do we employ words to facilitate
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communication, but we may also use words to distort communication. You
may recall a scene from Hamlet in-which the king is in_prayer asking
forgiveness for the murder of his brother. And as he finishes his
prayer and'rises he is heard to say,

"My words fly.up, my thoughts remain below
Words without thoughts never to heaven go."

These comments of the king reflect a basic discrepancy which is to be
found in all of us as human beings. It is the discrepancy between
what we verbally profess to believe and the actual content of our
feelings. Each of us Professes to accept' -the commandment, "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor: as thyself," yet each of us at times will be envious
of others, will be intolerant of others and willbe unable to forgive
others. Each of us professes to believe .that all men are created free
and equal. Yet, we find it difficult to allow our children to asso-
ciate with children whose parents live on the other side of the rail-

"road tracks; we find it difficult to allow childrehwhose skin color
is different from our_ s to attend the. same schools with our children and
we fihd it difficult to employ people whose ethnic background differs
from ours. At times it appears that our ethical principles are fine as
long as we don't.have to practide them. If we profess a principle we
presume it to be equivalent to-living in accordance with that principle.

As I view the problem of man's difficulty in trying to live in
accordance with his professed beliefs, I am reminded of a comment by
Bernard Berenson in-his book, Rumor. and Reflection, which is an account
of his experiences while living in a state of Semi-captiVity in Italy
during World War II. In discussing European history he spoke of the
pervasive influence of the Christian religion and remarked that "It
has not done for or,- hearts what it set out to do, what human nature
has not let it do. It has had more success in shaping our minds."

We may choose if we wish to take issue with Berenson's remarks,
yet the fact remains that many of us have practiced our religious
faith at the intellectual level without letting it touch our hearts.
Likewise, our educational goals are often framed in terms of subject
matter achieveMent without adequate consideration of the human values
which give purpose and meaning to life. The inefficacy of a purely
intellectual approach to man's problems has been only too well indi-
cated in the history of the world during our lifetime. We are -pain-
fully aware of the fact that although the educational level in this
country has risen considerably we still have far too many individuals
who are affected by hate and bigotry and who remain psychologically
insecure throughout an entire lifetime.

Dr. Conant, one of America's noted *educators, touches on this
problem when he refers to some of the ideals consistent with the
Jeffersonian tradition in American education. In evaluating the
thinking of Jefferson's contemporaries he develops the point that
these men placed far too much emphasis on the role of reason in
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human affairs. Conant feels "that if Jefferson and Franklin should
return today they would be both amazed and disappointed"--amazed at
the material progress we have made and disappointed at "the survival
of emotional reactions which they fondly supposed were founded only
on ignorance and Superstition."

A distressing and at the same time an illuminating illustration
of this very faCtor in men's lives is to.be found in the higtory of
psychoanalysis in-which-brilliant thinkers have contributed= notably to
our understanding of human behavior. Yet these men brilliant as they
were in their ability-to conceptualize human problems and to employ
their reasoning capacities could still become embittered and find it
difficult to speak to one another. C. P. Snow's novel, The Masters,
provides a dramatic illustration of how men of scholastic renown at
one of =the great universities in the world could also act in ways
.which fell far' short of Wisdom, compassion and understanding. As
another illustration I can think of a professor who in class would
cry out against racial discrimination (and rightly so), but in his
own classroom-at the same time-Would express strong feelings of
hostility toward Students whose academic work wad less than satis-
factory. -It'waS almost as if he were-saying to the student, "WEat
right do you have -as a-dull student to occupy a seat in my hallowed
classrooM?" We should remember the studies carried out in mental
hospitals which show that staff members are. moreunderitanding and more
favorably disposal toward patients of the upper socio-economic levels;
this occurs despite the fact that the same staff members when asked to
express their feelings about treatment will emphasize that bias and
prejudice have no place in treatment.

Thus frequently, we find in our communication with others that
as individuals We may fully comprehend an idea, we may be able to
discuss its meaning at great length and yet we may be relatively unin-
fluenced by this same idea in our feelings and our daily conduct. In
Morris West's novel, Woman of Silence, the inefficacy of words as such
is dramatized in a scene involving a wealthy ItaAan lawyer and a
younger woman. The scene is laid in the lawyer's library where the
two are engaged in conversation. As they are talking the young woman
suddenly turns and leaves. The author in describing the scene comments
as. follows: ".*. . abruptly she-turned away and left him, alone in the
vaulted library with 2,000 years of wisdom on the shelves and no remedy
at all against winter and disillusion." The failure of words in this
instance to penetrate the deep emotions drives home the point that
something beyond words is frequently required to enhance communication
between one another and within oneself. Carl Jung's comments about his
reading The Interpretation of Dreams by Freud are pertinent in this
respect. In his later years as he looked back over his life he
reported what had.happened when he first looked at this book. He stated,
"I laid the book aside at the time, because I did not yet grasp it. At
the age of 25, I lacked the experience to appreciate Freud's theories.
Such experiences came later."
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As to the kind of communication I have in mind, I would like to
draw on an experience reported by Dr. Myerson, a practicing-psychia-
trist. Dr. Myerson suffeted from heart disease and in one phase of
his illness experienced extreme anxiety. In telling, what effect this
had on his behavior, he_ said, "Sometime of 1945, I developed
a fear of dying while alone in my house, as a consequence of which I
felt an overpowering uneasiness if I had to stay in the house when my
family were away at night. This reached such a point that when my wife
and daughter did go away-on one occasion, I found it necessary to stay
in a hotel or at a-friend's house for two days. On the third day I
made up my mind I was going to,break the back of this fear by going to
the house and spending the night there though the heavens fall; thus
following a formula which I had blithely given my patients for over
thirty years. I had dinner with one of my sons, staying at his home
until ten o'clock that night, and then I-went home; appalled bymy inner
turmoil. As I approached the door to unlock it, my hand shook so
severely that I could hardly insert the key into the keyhole. Beating
down an iMpulee to jump -into my car,and_spend,the night at a hotel, I
petsisted until I opened the -door of the datk houSe; The intensity of
my reaction increased -and I realized to the full_-what MY.patients Meant
when they -said, 'My heart pounded; I felt as if I were going.to faint,
or die, or scream or go crazy.'"

Earlier in my talk I made reference to Santayana'.s statement that
"the great difficulty in education is to get experience out of ideas."
I can think of no better illustration of this than Dr. Myerson's
feelings when he reported, "I realized to the full what my patients
meant when they said, 'My heart pounded; I felt as were going to
faint, or die, or scream or go crazy.'" For thirty years his patients
had been telling him this; yet, they never really communicated with him
in the true sense of the word until Dr. Myerson himself underwent
similar experiences. True, they told him of their experiences in words
Dr. Myerson could understand; but they were words he could understand
on the intellectual level only. Not until he had had similar exper-
iences could he really appreciate what his patients had been saying to
him. The ideas expressed so frequently in words by his patients had no
real impact on him because he had not truly experienced them.

At this point jet me take you to some of the writings of Laurens
Van der Post,who is a citizen of South Africa. Van der Post, a writer
with great sensitivity to human problems, has written a series of
books on the Bushman in Africa. The Bushmen are truly a unique people
in that they have no governmental structure and live together in groups
of around thirty--small enough so they can maintain intimacy of exist-
ence and at the same time large enough so they can sustain themselves
in the almost. uninhabitable land in which they live. Their history has
been a tragic one providing one of the many examples of man's inhumanity
to man; they have been attacked and exploited by the white man coming up
from the south and the black man coming down from the north. Laurens
Van der Post was drawn to these people by his godmother who was a bush-
woman and played a role in his family similar to that of the "Negro
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Mammy" in pre. -Civil War days. Her influence on him was such that as an
adult he felt impelled to organize an expedition into the Kalahari
desert to find out more about her people.

The particular scene I want to describe takes place,at the end of
one of these expeditions. Laurens Van der Post and his small party are
at a governmental installation of the British protectorate in the
Kalahari. With them is Dabe, a'Bushman who has served as a guide to
the expedition and like the rest of the party-will be returning to South
Africa the following day. Dabe's return toSouth Africa, as you should
know, has a far, different meaning to him than it does ,to the other
members of the group who are of the Caucasian race.

In this passage Laurens Van der Post tells of entering Dabe's but
to find him lying on the floor struggling desperately trying to breathe.
Upon seeing him in this Condition something, began to stir in. Van der
Post's mind which took his thoughts 'back several years earlier when he
was a prisoner of war-held'by the Japanese. In a remarkable desCrip-
tion of how previoui experiences in the past leave- their imprint-on
one's mind and become associated; with events occurring in the present,
Van der Post *reports hot; he recalled. the suffering of.a fellow prisoner--
an Australian officer whose background diffefed basically from that of
Dabe's. Yet these two men so strikingly different from each other were
perceived by Van der Post not in terms of, their differences but rather
in terms of experiences existing among two human beings who were
subjected to suffering in hostile social environments. And as the
Australian officer had struggled for breath years' earlier, Dabe was now
doing likewise as he contemplated the prison-like setting he was to
enter on the following day.

In talking about his relationship with his fellow prisoner, Van
der Post tells.how the Australian officer was able to secure relief
through the use of adrenalin. Although lacking adrenalin at the time
of the incident in the Kalahari desert, Van der Post was able to help
Dabe through the personal experiences he had had years earlier with
the Australian in the prison compound. Van der Post explained to Dabe
that he would be giving him two kinds of medicine--one to drive out the
evil spirits within him and the other to keep these spirits from
entering his body again. Van der Post then relates how Dabe was able
to relax, to return toa cheerful mood and to awaken within himself the
vitality of hope.

The remarkable empathy exhibited by Van der Post arose from deeply-
felt experiences which had become an integral part of. his life.

ofexperiences enabled him to appreciate and understand the world of the
Bushman and the contrasting world of so-called civilized white man and
to perceive within these contrasting environments a common human nature.
They were experiences which permitted him to develop a sensitivity. to
his felloW man--a sensitivity which cut across cultural boundaries and
which allowed him to apprehend the commonality of bonds which bring all
of us together as human beings. It is this quality which I feel is so
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important for those -of -us engaged in Adult Basic Education as we work
with people of so Many-varying backgrounds. What-I am trying to say is
that as teachers We must- -never lose sight of what our students can
teach us. I feel it was this- capacity'of Van der Post to learfi from
all People.which gave him such-deep sensitivity to, hiimah problems and
made it possible for-him to penetrate the persohal world of others and
to communicate with them in terms of their experiences.

is'-a person whose background-differs in many basic respects from
that of the, Aierican India and the EikiM6-Ilind it essential to .turn
to people like Vander -Post who can proVide so much insight in undek-
standing the "other mem"- -Let me-cite-Van dir_Poses-own words as he
describes in part the incident which took place:

haVe always been-diSposedtotake-seriousiy what rises
Unbidden to the surface-OfMy-mind: I-had no-doubt that
this recollection_CoUld_nOt have 'emerged 'from the .welter
Of my own_pattin prisonif-Dabe and ;the Officer-had not
been-twO-ofs-kind. .I-have mentionedlYabesifear=of-the
outside -World. ,This- slight--foretaste of the-outside world
at Teithe-'_haVbroOghtfear=tquAtto-iMprision.3hit.r-A fear all
the tore-formidable-biCauSi it- was-rooted deep in the terrible
history of extermination _ot-hia people. His life, his'breath,
he believed, was about-to-be taken-from him. I had no adken-
Alin, but I thought that if I could-release his spirit, as
that officer's spirit had'been. released when hi got out of-
prisdn, he would be able to breathe freely again. All
depended on how -much he had come to trust us.

Van der Post'S description of What took place in his relations with the
white Australian officer and with Dabe provides, a dramatic illustration
Of how communication with fellow man is made possible through our
complementary` awareness of how we-differ ,from one another and how we are
alike.

A point that should be made at this time is that although words
cannot completely express all phases of our experiences, they never-
theless are essential to human communication. Through their function
as symbols they permit communication that would not otherwise be-'
possible. It becomes important for the teacher to realize both the
power and the limitations of words. Whereas earlier in my talk I
stressed the limitations of words, I now want to emphasize their
necessity in human communication. It is significant that Van der
Post, who tells us so dramatically of the nonverbal communication he
established with Dabe and the Australian officer can report this to us
only in words. Even if the words cannot tell us the whole story, they

'still tell us enough so we can come to understand and appreciate the
impact of these experiences and thereby enhance our empathy with other
people.

I like Van der Post's use of the word "spirit." I realize that to
many educators who feel it necessary to remain completely objective
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when studying the process of teaching such a word lacks precision and
may, even smack of mysticism. Yet I think it is essential to keep man's
spirit in mind when we talk about *eaching. The Indian and the Eskimo-
have helped me to this point of vied; for in their heritage, man's
experiences are interlaced with spiritual forbes which give him a place
in the world of nature. I believe "white man" make:. a fundamental
error when his conception of basic education is restricted to the three
-Ws or that of having more and more people pass GED tests. Not that
these goals are unimportant; they are significant and this I don't want
to deny. However, those Who formulate these goals must remember that
there is still a place for aft, for a deep respect of one's heritage,
for an appreciation of what is beautiful in the world and for a real-
ization that educational goals must extend beyond economic needs so as
to provide nurture for man's spirit. In this respect the heritage of
the Indian and the Eskimo has as much significance for the "white man"
as "white man's" teaching in turn has for the Indian and Eskimo.

Unless.we as teachers can act with sensitivity to those we'teach,
We cannot give to teaching the human warmth which is so essential in
making learning atruly enriching experience. This-means,that regard-
less of of teaching we develop, we must incorporate within
that style an ability to empathize with the student. We must'appre-
ciate, too, that the real source of empathy comes from within us as a
result-of what we have experienced. Moustakis, who writes so well
about the personal relationship in teaching, reminds us of this. When
commenting about Adler,'he states: "Adler once wrote that the only
people who really know human nature are those who have experienced the
worth and value of others through their own empathy, that is, through
the fact that they have also lived through psychic crises-or have been
able fully to recognize themselves in ,others." What Moustakis refers
to is a kind of communication within oneself that permits one to relate
past experiences .to a more adequate understanding of others in a current
situation.

. This same process from a different. perspective was described by
Joyce Cary in his book, Art and Reality. In this book he tells of
taking a tri7 on board ship where his attention was drawn to one of
the passengers, a middle-aged woman. What he.noticed was a person of
nondescript appearance characterized by an apparent loneliness and a
quality of sadness. Upon completion of the voyage he gave her no
further thought and forgot about her. Years later when he was writing
a novel he reached the point of introducing a new character. The
description of the character came quite easily and in addition, she
had a familiar quality about her which facilitated the flow of words.
As he continued to write, he suddenly realized he was writing about
the woman he .had. seen on shipboard many years ago. Without his being
fully aware of it at the time, his mind had stored these memories of
her--memories which were later communicated to him as he was writing
this particular novel.

I believe that what happened to Joyce Cary is closely akin to
what happened to Laurens Van der Post when he empathized with Dabe. In
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both cases there was a communication of preirious experiences to the
immediate situation at hand. And it is the availability of such exper-
iences that is so important to the teacher in his communication with
the pupils he teaches.

I recall an experience I had in visiting the new home of a friend
of mine for the first time. He had a recess built into the wall on
each side of the fireplace so he could store plenty of wood within
reach. As he remarked, "It gives me a.feeling of security to be able
to see the wood and to know it is there for my use." .I replied that I
thought this had a bearing on good teaching. For the good teacher is
able to communicate to his pupils that he has a rich source of knowl-
edge and experiences on which to draw as he teaches them. Just as the
wood which is easily visible provides security to the owner of the
fireplace, so does a ready source of knowledge and a rich background of
experiences on the part of the teacher provide security-fot the
student. Although the teacher's experiences and knowledge may not be
as tangibly, perceived as the woodpile-by the fireplace, the student

nevertheless can come to differentiate between those teachers who have
a "well-stocked woodpile" of resources and those whose resources have
little substance. The teacher who can draw on a good background of
knowledge and a great variety of experiences is one:

. _

who can add richness to teaching,

who can provide a depth of understanding to what the student
learns,

who can stir the student's imagination and sense of wonder,

and who can'really communicate to the student the excitement
that is inherent in learning.

In exploring the relationship which the teacher has with his
students, I like to think of a comment made by Gisela Konopka in her
book on The Adolescent Girl in Conflict. She states, "It is we one
studies when one studies any part of the human race, never they." Too
often in our conception of educational problems we forget about we and
concentrate on they. Yet, if we are going to be effective as educators,
we must be as fundamentally concerned with the task of educating and
changing ourselves as with the task of educating and changing the
student. We become capable of enriching the world of the student only
as we make a conscious effort to broaden our own horizons. Continual
examination of Ourselves and our relationships to others is essential
if we are to develop any degree of w 'am in enhancing student
learning. Thus, as we formulate educational programs for others, it is
imperative that we not only ask what is required of the student but
also what is required of us. It is not as if we have all the answers
and need merely tell our students what to do.

I think if we're going to foster communication among ourselves, it
is essential that we be able to examine our inadequacies openly and
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honestly. Too often in conceiving our role as teachers we like to
think of ourselves as being completely reasonable, free of bias and
petty, impulses and motivated solely by the highest of ideals. When we
begin to think of ourselves this way, it is well-to be reminded of what
our capabilities may truly be--that not only are we able to help and
serve others, but we are also capable of hurting others either
tionally or without any real awareness of the effects of our behavior.
If you and I are truly concerned with communication in the educational
process, we cannot afford to cover up and ,deny similar behavior in
ourselves. We must develop the strength and courage to recognize such
behavior, to cope. with it and to take steps to change it. We must
recognize that when we become defensive, we are not only threatened by
others, but that we may threaten others as well. When this takes
place, we begin to perceive they largely in terms of our own self-
centered interests and lose real concern for the student.

I would like to cite a personal experience in trying to explain
how a teacher's attitude can be a powerful force in reducing defensive-
ness in others and in encouraging them to express themselves in a
positive way. I remember listening to a lecture given by Carl Rogers
a number of years ago in-which he invited questions from the audience.
What impressed me was the manner in which Dr. Rogers answered the
questions. Some of them were admittedly a bit pointed and would have
aroused a defensive attitude in other speakers, Carl Rogers, on the
other hand, accepted each question in a truly scholarly manner.
Through his attitude he showed basic respect for anyone who wished to
take issue with him. This capacity to be completely accepting of
others left a deep impression on me and has had an important influence
on my own classroom teaching. Whether I am as accepting a person as
Carl Rogers I don't know, but I do know that as a result of observing
him and applying his attitude toward human relations I have been far
less threatened in class and have been much more successful in inviting
and encouraging open dismission among my students; I have learned, too,
that in communicating with a single person in class I am really commu-
nicating with all members of the class, for the manner in-which I treat
any person in my class tells all the other'students what kind of person
I am.

In an article which Carl Rogers wrote on the counseling process,
he raises some questions which we as teachers could very well ask of
ourselves: (a) "How do we look upon others?" (b) "Do we see each
person as having worth and dignity in his own right?" (c) "If we hold
this point of view at the verbal level, to what extent is it opera-
tionally evident at the behavioral level?" (d) "Do we tend to treat
individuals as persons of worth or do we subtly devaluate them by our
attitudes and behavior?" (e) "Is our philosophy one in which respect
for the individual is uppermost?" These are questions which a teacher
has to constantly keep in mind as he conducts his teaching on a day-to-
day basis, for the answers he gives to these questions influence the
kind of communication which he establishes in the classroom. As I see
it, one of the most important functions the teacher can perform in the
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creation of am emotional climate is to make the student feel that the
instructor is someone who is interested in him.

So often in education we stress the importance of techniques of
teaching; yet, I wonder if this should be the major consideration.
Each of us knows of instructors who differ among themselves in the
particular techniques which they employ and yet are equally effective
in their teaching. It may very well be that ,the specific techniques
which the individual teacher employs are not as important as the atti-
tudes which he holds toward himself, toward his students and toward the
subject he teaches. I feel this is no less relevant in the field of
Adult Basic Education than in any other field of teaching. The teacher
must be sensitive to the way his adult students perceive themselves,
he must be infinitely patient in helping them with the 'difficulties

they encounter in the learning experience and above all he must avoid
a paternalistic attitude in which he communicates a feeling of superi-
ority over those he teaches.

When we come to feel superior to others, it is well to keep in
mind a statement by Will Rogers. He commented to the fact that "We
are all ignorant; we are just ignorant about different things." This
man of Indian heritage packed more wisdom into this one statement than
is found in many "learned" educational treatises. Will Rogers' comment
which warns us not to become too impressed with our knowledge helps us
recognize our limitations and makes us realize how much we have to
learn from each other. Above all, it makes us aware of the need of
humility in our relations with those we teach.

In my emphasis on the need to develop sensitivity to the student's
world, I don't want to imply that the teacher's knowledge of subject
matter is of secondary importance. To me, the statement so frequently
made by educators that "we teach students not subject matter" is
basically in error. I deeply appreciate the concern about the student
which this statement. implies; nevertheless, subject matter content as

well as the student must be the concern of the educator since they are
both inextricably interwoven into the fabric of teaching.

As I think of the interrelation of teacher and student, I would
prefer to say, "We teach subject matter, but it is the student who
learns." Looking at it this way we see the student not as a passive
recipient of someone's teaching but rather as an active agent, for
teaching is of no avail unless the student himself participates in the
learning process. The teacher cannot learn for the student. The
teacher's job, instead, is to structure the psychological environment
of the student so that he is motivated to learn. To attain this goal
it is essential that the teacher be able:

to translate subject matter content in terms of the student's
experiential world,

to ask pertinent questions which give guidance and direction to
the student's thinking,
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to vary his explanations of subject matter to suit the needs of
individual students,

to provide personal support for the student so that he can cope
constructively with his difficulties in learning;

to determine the optimum guidance to give a student, so that it
is not too much or too little,

to stimulate the student and even apply pressure--but in such a
way that the student feels challenged and not threatened, and

to dramatize the presentation of subject matter so that the
student becomes imbued with the excitement that should accompany
learning.

In directing any learning experience it becomes extremely impor-
tant for the teacher to appreciate the time factor as it influences the
learning of a skill or the acquisition of knowledge. No person acquires
a skill overnight; he improves his performance only as he'practices
persistently over a period of time and under the tutelage of one who
can guide him in the learning process. The driver of a car, the ballet
dancer, the surgeon, the child who ties,his shoelaces, the pianist, the
pitcher on a baseball team, the child who reads, a group of men
-executing an intricate play on the football field--in each of these
cases, skills have been perfected and knowledge acquired only over a .

period. of time. The dimension of time is even more dramatically Mu's-
trated in the acquisition of speech--it is estimated for example that
a four-year-old child will utter over 10,000 running words in .the
course of a single day. When this figure is multiplied by 365 it runs
well over three and one-half million words spoken in a course of a
year. Yet this estimate includes only the words the child speaks; it
does not include the words other people speak to him or the words he
hears other people speak to one another. It should be remembered, too,
that as the child grows the amount of word usage continues to increase.
Thus, we acquire skill in the use of the spoken word because of our
being subjected to intense verbal stimulation on a day-to-day basis;
As a result the quality and nature of the language we employ becomes a
function of the formal and informal teaching influences that act on us
in our linguistic environment over a period of days, weeks, months and
years.

I mention the acquisition of speech because it is so relevant to
those of us involved in Adult Basic Education. One of the problems
confronting the adult in this program is the learning of English as a
second language. Unless we appreciate the amount of time that was
required for us to gain skill in our native tongue, we cannot begin to
understand the patience that will be required of us as we teach others
to learn a second language. I suppose that if any virtue is essential
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to good teachings it is patience; this is true regardless of what we
teach or who we teach. This means that we have to work in terms of
realistic, oals and make certain we provide enough time in covering
a unit of instruction. It is far better to cover a unit intensively
so that the learner has time to develop proficiency than to cover a
number of units superficially over a shorter period of time. The
fact that we have covered "a certain number of pages in our Adult
Basic Education class as outlined in the curriculum guide in no way
indicates that the learner has really mastered everything within those
pages. To insure real communication between teacher and student in
Adult Basic Education we simply must allow the factor of time to exert
its influence. For time to exert its influence the teacher must be
patient with himself as well as with the student. In this way he can
come to accept even limited goals as representing substantial achieve-
ment. The teacher also needs to recognize that without some degree of
successful performance in learning, the student will'not maintain his
motivation to learn.

The importance of time and patience as a requisite for mastery of
what one learns is significant in any phase of teaching. This, is not
a problem restricted to the slow learner or the student of inadequate
background, but also applies to bright students who come from what we
assume to be very favorable environments. One excellent illustration
of this is to be found in a biographical account written by Winston
Churchill who reports on his own learning problems while attending
school. As he tells it:

I continued in this unpretentious situation for nearly a
year. Howevar, by being so long in the lowest form I
gained an irmense advantage over the cleverer boys. They
all went on to learn Latin and Greek and splendid things
like that. But I was taught English. Mr. Somiivell--a
most delightful man, to whom my debt is great--was charged
with the duty of teaching the stupidest boys the most
disregarded thing--namely, to write mere English. He knew
how to do it. He taught it as no one else has ever taught
it. Not only did we learn English parsing thoroughly, but
we also practiced continually English analysis. Mr.

.Somervell had a system of his own. He took a fairly long
sentence and broke it up into its components means of
black, red, blue, and green inks. Subject, verb, object;
relativa clauses, conditional clauses, conjunctive and
disjunctive clauses! Each had its color and its bracket.
It was a kind of drill. We did it almost daily. As I
remained in the Third Form three times as long as anyone
else, I had three times as much of it. I learned it
thoroughly. Thus I got into my bones the essential struc-:
ture of the ordinary British sentence--which is a noble
thing. And when in after years my schoolfellows who had
won prizes and distinction for writing such beautiful Latin
poetry and pithy Greek epigrams had to come down again to
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common English, to eara their living or make their way, I
did not feel myself at any disadvantage. Naturally I am
biased in favor of boys learning English. I would make
them all learn English; and then I would let the clever
ones learn Latin as an honor, and Greek as a treat.

It is remarkable that this experience should have happened to
someone who later became one of the great masters of the Engligh
language. Certainly one would have thought solely on the basis of
reading the prose which he wrote as an adult that this man would have
had no difficulty in school. Yet it was thoroughness of instruction
in English over an extended period of time that helped to make Churchill
one of the great writers and speakers of our day.

When I first read Churchill's account of his experiences at Harrow,
I was reminded of my own difficulties with the English language. At
the time I entered the university, I was singled out for recognition
by the faculty and invited to jail a class in "Bonehead English." I

must admit that as a beginning freshman my use of the English language
was less than desirable, reflecting a history of difficulty with this
subject through most of my school years. I was very unhappy at having
to register in a special class in English, but in time I was to appre-
ciate this class as one of the most valuable of my college courses. It
was my good fortune to have a very understanding instructor who looked
upon the members of our class as students she could help if we were
motivated to study. I still recall her opening comments to the effect
that we were to regard the class not as an indication-of failure but
rather as an opportunity to make up for deficiencies in our background
and improve our prospects of doing adequate work in all our classes.
She was a teacher who was truly interested in us and wanted to assist
us in every way she could. As I look back over the years I continue
to be amazed at the motivation which characterized our work in that
class. At no time were we ever led to feel sorry for ourselves because
of our inadequate background. Instead we were made to feel that we
could do something about our situation if we would participate actively
in class work and in assigned study. She made us rehearse over and
over again correct ways of speaking English and at the same time helped
us appreciate and understand the importance of grammar in language
usage. She influenced me greatly because she felt an obligation to
teach subject matter so .that we could master it. Thus, by developing
a sense of achievement we maintained a high degree of interest in what
she taught us.

Despite the radical differences in the educational setting
reported by Churchill and the one I experienced in the pre-college
course I just described, there is nevertheless a common element in both
our stories. The common element in each instance is found in a superb
teacher, knowledgeable in subject matter and possessing an ability to
communicate that knowledge to others. Associated with that ability is
a dedication to one's subject and a'concern with helping the student
develop mastery and competence. There is something else present and
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that is a teaching style which serves as .an exemplary model for the
Adult Basic Education teacher who must also build on where the student
is at present.

We must remember that as teachers we can do much for the well-
being of our students when we organize learning activities which
enable the learner to attain some degree of measurable success. A
school administration can be of tremendous help in this respect by
avoiding undue pressure on a teacher to,cover an unrealistic amount of
subject matter. To develop a skill or understand a subject requires
time. In Adult Basic Education particularly, it is important that we
center our attention not on how'much material the teacher covers but
rather on what the leather can actually master. It would appear that
we could well afford to give much more consideration to the role of
successful achievement as it affects an individual's emotional outlook
and his concept of himself. The fact of the matter is thato subject
matter learning remains at a purely cognitivelevel. Even the "hard-
nosed" scientist who tries to be completely objective about his
thinkihg can't help but become excited and enthused as he meets with
success in his search for knowledge. By the same token he can meet
with frustration and discouragement if his efforts lead him nowhere.
The learner in our classes likewise becomes diScouraged with himself
and loses motivation if the subject matter he encounters does not
challenge him or is too difficult for him to comprehend or master.
On the other hand if in our conception of Adult Basic Education we
frame instructional objectives which can be reasonably attained within
the time limits available to the learner, we can help him considerably
in his goal toward some degree of successful achievement and emotional
well-being.

In this respect it is important for us to keep in mind the
thinking of Robert W. White on human motivation. It is his thesis that
man has a strong need for competence and with it a desire to understand
and influence the environment in which he lives. White feels that the
very nature of man's nervous system impels him to curiosity, leads him
to seek out events in the environment, to explore and study them and to
learn how to exercise control over them. White contends that the need
for competency is as fundamental to man's being as any other need he
exhibits. This is exemplified so frequently in the joy, delight and
excitement that characterizes man's search for knowledge; and this
excitement at being able to achieve and grow in knowledge is to be found
of all age levels. It is shown in the behavior of infants as well as
among children, adolescents and adults. Successful achievement, whether
it be in the acquisition of knowledge or the mastery of skills, can
provide a very deep source of satisfaction for man. As Havighursthas
indicated: ". . . successful achievement . . . leads to the (indivi-
dual's) happiness and to success with later tasks, while failure leads
to unhappiness in the individual, disapproval by society and difficulty
with later tasks." Too often in education when we think of the student's
emotional needs we forget the appropriateness of helping the student
with the actual skills required in learning and concentrate instead on
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his emotional problems. It is not essential for a teacher to play the
role of a psychiatrist, for there is so much the teacher can accomplish
by helping the student satisfy his need for competency. This can he
done through knowledge of subject matter and a realization that, what-
ever subject matter is taught, it'is always taught in the setting of a
human relationship--a relationship which of necessity must be one in
which people share a basic respect for each other whether they be
student or teacher.

Several years ago I read a comment made by Pablo Casals when he
was interviewed by a reporter on the occasion of his eightieth birthday.
The interview took place along the coast in Puerto Rico and as the two
of them were walking on the beach, Casals remarked, "I used to think
that eighty was a very old age, but I don't think so anymore. As long
as you are able to admire and to love, you are young. And there is so
much to admire and to love. Look at the sea, the sky, trees, flowers!
A single tree--what a miracle it is! What a fantastic, wonderful
creation this world is, with such diversity. That is why I can never
play the same work exactly the same way twice, why each note, even, is
a different world. My wife says to me, 'You are so excited all the
time.' I say, 'I have to be excited. How can I help it?' Teachers
should teach this--the richness and diversity and wonder of life."
Although Casals is not a professional educator in the usual sense of
the word, his comments to the reporter should be read by all educators
because of the power of his message--a message which says so much about
sensitivity, vitality and enthusiasm in the teacher's relations to his
students. I wish I could have heard Casals speak out as hr talked to
the reporter on that day, for I sense that Casals' voice, posture and
manner of speaking would have added even more power to his words. His
message which itself reverberates with vitality emphasizes how important
it is for a teacher to make a subject.come alive so that it lives
vividly in the mind of the student.

Vitality can be expressed in many different ways and need not
necessarily be reflected in exuberance. I remember watching an Indian
woman work at some pottery. She was adept at her task and the quality
of her work indicated the long hours of practice and learning which had
to take place for her to become as skilled as she was. At the time I
watched her she was making a vase from scratch, and I could sense her
imaginative capacity as she molded the clay to fit an image which had
already been formed in her mind. There were several of us watching her
as she translated this mental picture into the reality of a vase. She
was a patient woman, and her patience was reflected in many ways. She
helped us feel free to ask her as many questions as we wished; in turn,
she answered our questions fully so we could understand what she was
doing. Although she was a quiet woman, the vitality of her spirit as
she put her imagination and her skill to work was very much in evidence.
In her creativity and in her use of imagination she reminded me of
Casals' comments when he talked of "the richness and diversity and
wonder of life." In her own quiet approach to life she also made her
subject come alive and reminded us of how truly diverse and rich life
can be.
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There are many facets to teaching and to say that one is more
important than any of the others is, of course, erroneous, but the two
qualities that stand out in my mind are those which relate to a person's
vitality and to his imagination. In thinking of these two qualities, I
am often reminded of Loren Eisley's views of man and nature. His
writings provide a richness of thought, feeling and understanding, and
in so doing arouse within us a questioning attitude which leads to
further learning. Likewise, his power of imagination awakens'a sense
of wonder about the world in which we live and stirs within us a deep,
respect for the mystery which is at the very essence of the universe.
One description that comes to mind so vividly is found in the book, The
Immense Journey,. Through his imagination the reader is helped to feel
what it is like to be part of a river as it makes its way from its
source to its outlet. In another book he is able to take us on a remark-
able adventure as we follow the thoughts which come to his mind when the
train on which he is riding is stalled at the site of a city dump during
the darkness of the night. The power of his imagination is that he
can take a scene of this kind and help the reader perceive fundamental
questions about man. What impresses me about Loren Eisley is his
ability to transcend the facts and yet keep the reader within the bounds
of reality--but it is a reality which has mystery at its core.

Another person who has helped me keep a sense of wonder alive and
with it a sense of imagination is Rachel Carson. In one passage in The
Sea Around Us she talks of the process of sedimentation and compares it
with a long snowfall. Her thoughts which take on a poetic beauty tell
how:

The sediments are the materials of the most stupendous
'snowfall' the earth has ever seen. It began when the
first rains fell on the barren rocks and set in motion
the forces of erosion. It was accelerated' when living
creatures developed in the surface waters and the
discarded little shells of lime or silica that had encased
them in life began to drift downward to the bottom.
Silently, endlessly, with the deliberation of earth proc-
esses that can afford to be slow because they have so much
time for completion, the accumulation of the sediments had
.proceeded. So little in a year, or in a human, lifetime,
but so enormous an amount in the life of earth and sea.

By tying in the process of sedimentation with another natural
pheI.omenon, Rachel Carson has accomplished much more than that of merely
presenting us with facts. Through her imagination she has taken the
facts and provided an emotional sensitivity to nature in a way which
reflects a depth of understanding so integral a part of great teaching.
In !ser words, "Silently, endlessly, with the deliberation of earth
processes that can afford to be slow . . .", she reminds us about the
element of TIME and its role in nature. This reminder has emotional
overtones for me because in my own imagination I can extend this
concept of TIME to my relationship with students. The job of teaching
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cannot be hurried; and like anything else that is done well, effective
teaching requires TIME and demands PATIENCE of the teacher.

I have turned to Pablo Casals, to Loren Eisley and to Rachel Carson
because the world of nature is so significant to them. In this day and
age when man's being is so threatened by his own advances in technology,
all teachers need to know of nature--its inherent beauty, its power for
rejuvenation and its mystery; they need to recognize that without
involvement in nature no man can attain "wholeness." Whatever one
teaches, there needs to be communicated to those who learn. a sense of
wonder and a feeling of awe and reverence toward the universe as we seek
for purpose and meaning in our existence. Man needs to make himself
available to the openness of nature instead of continually adapting to
the restricted confines of a machine-like system. If we serve as
teachers we need to be imbued with a deep feeling about nature, for
regardless of what we teach our fundamental attitudes toward our fellow
human beings and toward the world do come through. In this respect, as
human beings we are all teachers, we are all students and all of us
influencL each other.

In the words of Leroy Selam, an Indian poet and artist who has
been our student and our teacher:

I was born when people loved all nature.
Listened to .t
And spoke to it as though it listened.
When I was young,

I remember a clear river, good to drink;
When I was young,

I remember a clear sky, good to breathe;
When I was young,
I remember an early morning
Watching the sunlight fires
Dancing upon the mountains.
I remember an uncharted earth
And singing a song of thanks
For all this beauty to the creator . . . .
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TRIED SESSION

Dr. Redbird-Selam: I'm going to first open this presentation
by answering a question on why the staff showed the film "Dead Birds,"
I-think a thing you must remember as we instruct--we instruct you
along concept lines. The concept that we're trying to get across with
"Dead Birds" is that, when you meet with those that are culturally
different, you can cause both confusion to yourself and to those
people that are involved in the process of living some kind of tribal
existence, The film that you saw, "Dead Birds," has to do with the
fact that some prestigious, academic institution decided to study
aggression and tribal warfare among some tribal groups. They got
themselves funded, went off because they had read some anthropological
literature that said these people had had this kind of behavior in the
past. From all data that are available, these people had resolved
those conflicts._ But, when these academic people went in to study,
went in to take a look at what they thought had occurred and still
occurred in this group, they reactivated old tribal wounds and the
war was a result of the activation of people from the academic community
'--outsiders. The price the academic community eventually paid because
the groups being studied still deal in an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth when they go back to the old tribal patterns, the price
that was eventually paid was death--the life--of Michael Rockefeller.
That was the part of the price. You won't see that on the film, but
that was exactly what was the final result; because the tribe felt
that one of their people had been killed and the only way that they
could retain the spirit and the life of their own existence was the
life of somebody else. It was too bad that it had to be this particular
individual. He really had not that much responsibility for it.

So, my caution to you whenever you go to work with those that are
culturally different--tribally different--is they won't kill you; they
won't kill another person in relation to you, what they will do is
kill your program. You don't need to worry about your life. If you
are in Israel, and you are working in Adult Education with tht.: various
tribes they are working with, you might still have to worry about the
concept of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. If you're an
Adult Education teacher in the United States and you insult somebody's
value system because you're not aware of what the cultural dimensions
are of that particular tribal grouping, all they'll do to you here is
assassinate your program.

The reason that we use the film is that aggression comes in
several forms. They won't usually take the aggression against you.
You may even have some unkind words every now and then or unkind
behavior, but the aggression will be against your program. It may
also help you understand why many tribal groupings are so resentful
of outsiders; of why there is such intense animosity toward academic
communities, particularly anthropologists-archaeologists. It may also
help you understand why there is such intense animosity 'towards
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educators. Many. tribal peoples have very bad memories of the early
process by which their children and their people were educated. You
don't take children away from the home at six years of age and keep
them away without some resentment. They'are sent back not knowing the
tribal ways or the white man's way. Some tribal people have memories
regarding the fact that they were told that if they did not send their
children to boarding schools, they would be put in jail. It was a
federal offense.

So, when you look at that film that's far removed from this
particular environment that you live in, the point I want you to.
.remember is what confusion outsiders can cause. You're dealing with
people, there are many memories among the people, and anymore, you
have many tribal mixings. For example, if you mix with tribes that
are different you get mixed into such things as their old wounds.
There are old wounds between the. Osage and the Cherokee. There are
old wounds in Oregon between the Warm Springs and the Piute. There
are old wounds between the Nez Perce and the Crow. These are old
wounds-that are in the memories of the people and recorded in the
historical documents. They' arethings youneed to be aware of,
because you're interested in providing a service that does not need
to reactivate the aggression of a people towards your program. You
also need to be aware of where many animosities come from and how close
they are to the surface. Man does not change all that much. I don't
know whether I'm cynical or if it's factual, but I really don't believe
man is much more intelligent than he was in the first remains that we
find of.him. He's just got more knowledge and that makes it even more
difficult to handles

As you look at the film just be aware of that because by all
known data that situation depicted in the film did not exist before
the academic community came. We could have given you historical data
about tribes or some particular problem in the United States, but it
wouldn't have got to the concept of a notion of what aggression is and
how it is manifested in relation to programs.

Now, let's get a look at Adult Basic Education this morning and
see what we can do with it. The first thing that I would like to help
you understand is that, if you have a definition in your program of
Adult Basic Education, what is the definition Church Women United uses?
Is it education to the fifth grade level? Is that your definition of
Adult Basic Education? Is it education to the eighth grade level or
is it education to the high school level? What do you consider basic?
Under the old definition for the United States'it was eighth grade.
But, you may have a different one and you may be working under a
different definition of education. If your definition is fifth grade
or eighth grade, you are going to have more full-blooded people in
those kinds of programs than if your definition is high school or
college. That means that these are people thol- have resisted educa-
tional efforts for a very long time. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
through its boarding school educational programs has been there a long
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' time. There has been a process of resistance to the B.I.A. educational
efforts and it's very well maintained in some cases. Whichever defini-
tion you take, be prepared for a different kind of participant in that
particular project.

r_

r.

Now in relation to,Adult Basic Education, how do you define basic
education. Do you defide it in the United States way of that it is the
basic skills in reading, in mathematical skills, in writing, are these
the areas of basic education?. Or do you include things basic to the -

life style of the people--such things as family care, information about
disease, information about sanitation, the drinking of water, prepara-
tion of food, how long things last--any of theSe things. How have you
defined it? Because, how you define it will depend on what sources of
curriculum you go into. I would hope that in your definition that much
of your curriculum would come from the life style of the people; that
it would be suited to the things that are of interest and of value to
them. One thing that will be included, in your .material in the- final
summary of this particular conference--and I do this reluctantly
because I know there are some of you who will rely on it too much - -we

have conducted sessions for a long period of time around Adult Educa-
tion; we've included in one of our pamphlets for working with the
person -±n-- Adult -B., p-e-r-th-at was written
by one of our participants. The participant was a combination of one
half Hopi and one half Navajo, which is quite a set of variables to
work around, and works with the Navajo people. She wrote this as to
hor you proceed with the particular people. It is excellent for use
witn the Navajo. We will include it in the proceedings of this confer-
ence with the caution for you that you may use the format, you may
figure out how it works but apply it to'your group, not take it from
the Navajo.

For example, one of the items in the paper for an Adult Basic
Education teacher to consider when you are out recruiting and you go
into the home is your relationship with children. Many of you are
mature people that have children, know children, and like children.
But, one of the rules they have, that the Navajo people who are more
towards the edge of being traditional, which means those people that
have been successful in avoiding much influence by the European world,
is that you do not involve yourself with the children. The children
are off limits. The children are not to be touched. If the children
come to you, you may accept the attention, but otherwise the children
are to be left alone. It's very difficult for most people to become
adjusted to this. Some tribes in the Northwest have this notion. The
children are to be left alone. And, for those people that love
children, feel very kindly towards them, this is something that is very
difficult to understand. I think that if you understand the notion
that many tribal people fear -for the loss of their children, either
spiritually or by the influence of something strange or foreign that
they don't understand, you would get some comprehension of why they
do not always feel_kindly about_cont.acts-from-strangers with their
children.
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As you consider these kinds of things in your educational program,
keep your tribal reference group in mind. Each group is unique.

I'm going to work with you now on recruiting. Let's take a look
at some phases of recruiting. How do you go about recruiting. In the
recruiting process, when you're going out to do your recruiting or
you're writing materials for your recruiting and you're presenting them
on television, my first caution would be to you is believe in what
you're doing, first. Be literal in stating what you are going to
accomplish. Be absolutely specific because, if you hold out a goal or
you say you are going to do something and you don't fulfill the goal,
that's the beginning of the tally of marks against you. Because, the
tribal people have too many memories about being told that something
is going to happen and it doesn't happen. So, don't overstate your
goals or overstate your purposes. Be as literal as you can possibly
be. In giving your information or data, television is a very good
source. Most tribal people have some contact with some television
source, but they will not have contacts with newspapers, they won't
have even a tribal newspaper. You can put it in the tribal newspapers,
but the tribal newspapers don't reach the people sometimes until well
past the time you want your program to be in progress. So, be sure you
check on schedules whenever you're working with the public. . .for
your program. I think in the Northwest most groups are accessible by
car. Sometimes, the telephone service is not all that good. I think
that the telephone service in certain groups cf certain reservations
is unbelievably bad; I don't know what the matter is and why they
cannot figure out how to operate it, but they can't figure it out.
The Yakima reservation is a classic example. You usually end up
calling, and this might be a source for you to contact, the tribal
police because their telephone always seems to work for some reason
or other. That might be your final resource in finding out something.
Telephone service, if you're going that route or you need to make a
quick kind of change, you need to look into the fact that some of the
mechanics that you expect to work in the outside universe aren't going
to work on the reservation.

The next thing in recruiting is: whenever you start your program
and you design your program, make your program into short components;
short components that have a beginning and an end. If you make them
long range, you're going to have a high rate of absenteeism and you're
going to be mad most of the time because you've got this long program
planned and here the people are gone for various things. If you make
them in short components, you can give the component to the individual,
when they return. If you make long range educational components,
you're just making difficulty for yourself and difficulty for your
learner. The high rate of absenteeism is for many reasons. It could
be beCause sometimes you have a high incidence of alcoholism among your
students. Another drain on your students is that the person who is
more traditional, (which you're likely to have, if you have the first
definition of Adult Basic Education), participates in all of the events
of the community. So, if there is a funeral--some funerals can last
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four and five days--he's going to be gone. He may be one of the special
singers for that particular group and he just simply is not going to be
there. If you ask that individual to choose between participating in
the life of the community and attending your class, he is going to
choose the life of the community. If you can make in your design as you
present your programs, short components that you can pick up and the
learner is therefore not penalized by your negative behavior when he
returns to your class, and if you.remember that the people you're
dealing with are adults who have an adult life style, then you can
better understand in relation to yourself how many more demands there
are on you than when you were in junior high or high school. They have
these things that they think must be done. In light of the high
absenteeism rate I think it would be wise that you plan and tell them
what you are going to do; that you have short components that can be
accomplished. It is also an advantage to the learner. If the learner
feels that he is making steps; that he completes certain phases and he
doesn't have to wait a whole year to figure he's done something, you
retain him, too. He feels he is accomplishing something,

In recruiting, we were lucky-by accident as the law prescribes it
for us and.we don't have any other choice, but it turned out to be by

-denta very advantageousthinghappened to us_ Weusedtheword
"participant." We did not use "student." We found that in the
recruiting processes of some of our People, they used the word student
and there was a strong reaction among the adult learners to the use of
the word "student." There seemed to be a favorable response to
"participant." The only explanation I can give for how you address
your learners is that many of them have bad memories of an earlier
encounter with an educational process. If there is a new term that can
be used in some way or another that can be used to describe it, it
seems to eliminate a memory reference to that other time they didn't
do well in an educational prbcess. That's entirely up to you in how
you apply titles to your students. In your. recruiting as you contact
the tribal agency and the tribal people one of the things that you need
to be aware -of is that among the tribal people a majority of the tribal
council members do not have college educations. Mere still may be
some suspicion of the educated tribal member. Even though in most
instances the tribal council will be supportive of the educational
effort, you need to be aware of this situation. It is so intensely
felt by some tribal groupings that many young people that we have
educated for the college level, for management, for business, when they
return to the tribe find that the tribe does not want them working in
tribal business. You need to be aware of this ambivalence among tribal
people, The majority of them will be supportive, but there is still
just a little bit of skepti_ism about the educated tribal person.

When you go into the next phase of teaching and how you teach,
let's look at some of those things. I can't deal with any of these in
great depth, but I can go over some of them. The first area that I
would be concerned about and I have discussed this many a time not only
with adult educators but with elementary and secondary teachers, is the
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giving of directions. This is the initial point.of instruction and I
think we all need to have sessions in how to prepare directions. The
data on our ways of giving directions indicates these things: (1) It
indicates we talk too long. We talk from five to ten minutes just on
giving the directions. (2) It also indicates that even though we give
the directions in sequential order, when we finish we may have as many
as ten to twenty steps in the process of doing that one particular
task. If you give ten to twenty steps that a learner is to accomplish
before he can complete a learning goal, that's too many steps. We know
by how you keep things in your head that you can hardly keep the seven
digits in your head,for the telephOne number. Most of you have to make
reference to something, when you're using the telephone, because you
forget what the digits are. So, if you can't keep seven digits in your
head and an area code and the number one, how are you going to expect a
learner to keep ten sentences or twenty sentences in his head? It's not
going to happen! Another thing that makes that difficult is that in the
way you give the directions you end with the time sequence in your
actual giving of directions with the thing that is to be accomplished
last the most recent thing in the learner's head. He knows where to put
the paper when it's finished because that's the thing that you just got
through telling him, but he doesn't know what's to happen in the first
phase or in the middle phase so that he can put the paper where you
want it in the final phase. You just got through saying it. With your
tribal people when you're giving directions- -I think this is true for
all groups, but particularly with your tribal people--it would be to
not only give them, but to cut them down in time (time yourself).
There also needs to be some kind of learning map; some kind of graph.
Then, he knows when he has passed phase three. He.can check himself
out because many of your adult learners, your tribal people are too
ashamed or too embarrassed to admit to you they don't remember what
you said. They're just going to sit there. They're not going to come
up and question you at all. They don't like to be embarrassed by
admitting to everybody that maybe they can't really learn because they
can't even remember the directions that you gave. Many teachers worry
about them being of artistic quality, but all they have to have is
some kind of graph going through the kinds of steps that you want your
learner to go through. Some kind of drawing that indicates where he
is so that he can place himself according to the time he has to give
to a certain task.

Another thing, and this is in relation to the directions, is that
as the teacher you go to the learner; you go to the adult learner and
ask him what steps he is on- -what is his rate of progress. You check
with him because he is going to be most reluctant to check with you.
As you check the rate of progress and as you establish a feeling of
security and he establishes a feeling of security with you, he will
begin to ask you. And as he asks you, (most tribal people, traditional
people are this way) they will put themselves in your line of vision.
They will place themselves so that you can see them. If you recognize
them, they will talk. If you ignore them, they will figure you don't
want to see them at that time and will go away. They've placed
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themselves to be seen. You didn't recognize the placing, so the general

feeling is that you don't want to recognize them at that time for what-

ever purpose so they will turn away. Very often many of them won't even

place themselves in line of vision. All they will do is place themselves

in close proximity to you. That means they want some kind of contact

with you. If you don't recognize them, they won't go any further.

They're not ones for coaxing. The tribal women you have in here are much

more aggressive. These tribal people are not ones to try to plead with

you to try to persuade you to give them attention. When you want them

to tell you about progress, these are the kinds of things you might

consider.

I'm going to talk about one that is very difficult to talk about

and I want you to understand; it is speculation based.on experience.

There are no data anywhere written about this. It is in the behavior

of the people and in my experiences with students and in my own experi-

ences in trying to work with tribal adults. This has to do with coedu-

cation. Coeducation by many of the traditional people is not accepted.

Jealousy is something that you must be aware of or the potential for

jealousy in your classroom. Sex roles are pretty well defined. What

is casually looked at in the nontribal world is not casually looked at

by the tribal people. When you have a female adult student, because

they are doing very well and-Siiiii-have a Male adult student that way oat

be doing very well, and you ask the female to help the male you be

prepared to handle it if it gets to be confusing because it has the

potential for being that. The wife may resent that particular arrange-

ment and you may find that particular male not attending class anymore,

It can work for the female also. This is something many teachers are

unaware of. Nobody talks to them about it and nobody tells them, . Car

pools are another thing in relation to this coeducation that can cause

confusibri: Many wives do not appreciate their husbands going off and

picking up other females or vice versa. They don't involve you in it.

All they do is no longer participate in your program. You think.some-

times you have people who are acculturated; who no longer involve them-

selves ir. this. We just lost recently one of our finest cultural

programs in the State of Oregon because of this very same situation.

It could no longer function. The husband had said he would not tolerate

it. Yet, by all standards he has no reason to be concerned. He just

does not accept the notion that things can be coeducational and still

be all right. Be prepared for that little bit of confusion. It's best

to have males help males and females help females. Even sometimes,

when males and females sit by each other this can cause no end of

confusion. Just these little kinds of things you need to be aware of.

Be aware of the situation which develops. For example, most of

the women in here can attend a meeting here with a male friend, go off

on a conference, be gone two or three days and your reputation doesn't

suffer, your husband doesn't think you're promiscuous or that you are

going to do anything; but, you watch the tribal people. They don't

take too kindly to that. So, when you plan field trips or you plan

other kinds of operations, you be aware of that. An overnight stay is
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something that we've had very great difficulties with ourselves. We
try to get the cheapest arrangement--not that we're cheap, it's just
that we're not allowed all that money for our projects and I'm sure
you're the same--therefore, we try to get housing arrangements where
people can share rooms. Under certain conditions we just can't do that

and maintain rapport. Mairied couples prefer separate rooms. Let me

give you an example here in the Northwest--this may not be true so much
with you--the Northwest people in their traditional tribal religion, the
Washat religion, devised a long house which when you come in the men go
on one side and the women go on the other. You be aware of these.kinds
of. things in the traditions of the people. They can ruin your program
and you may never know what hit you.

The next thing that I would work with you on is a greater use of
poetry. Adult Education, secondary education, higher education, and
elementary education do not use poetry to the extent that it should be
used with tribal people. Poetry more suits the way the male students
think and talk than does prose. They do not waste words. ,They say
what has to be said and they can say it in a line of poetry, four lines
of poetry, instead of you asking for a paragraph.

When you look at prose thcrc is a let in there that could be
gotten rid of. But, because we feel a nice massage by the use of
words and it does something for us, we use a lot of words. Poetry more

suits their way of talking. It is more precise and it is more concise.

It does not make as much demand in using the skills of writing and
reading to convey a thought as does prose. Many people who are adult
learners have said to me, "I got lost in these words," meaning both the
words of the teacher and the words of the book. There were just too

many words. The other thing in relation to poetry is that the tribal
people do not view a dancer or a poet as effete. Those people who can

speak well, who can say well for the people, who can use poetry, who
can dance well, who can sing well are highly esteemed by tribal people.

They have no connotation you are a homosexual, that your masculinity
may be in doubt, none whatsoever in those categories. The males are
the ones that preen themselves for the dance, they are the ones that
will sing at the drums, they may even resent the female if she tries
to sing at the drums. You will find that the male dancers always
thought the war dance was their prerogative and are very upset now
that females are entering the war dances because that was not their
domain. They used to get very upset even if the female got close to
them or anybody broke one of their little old feathers. They could

have hysterics. There's nothing effiminate about it. You don't need

to feel self-conscious as many people do about talking about the dance,
or the art, or poetry, or music because these are what men have tradi-

tionally done. The men have been the orators. They're the ones that

have spoken for the people. There is a book on Indian oratory that you
might sometimes refer to because the people haNie made very fine presen-
tations--very fine speeches. Ninety-nine percent are male. You'll find

that the men have very strong feelings about poetry.
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Your people can write poetry. Your people can do it and this
should be encouraged far more in basic education than is presently
happening.

Another thing--as you give directions in relation to poetry and
trying to help people understand you as well as understand others, be
observing. Be observing and take notes. As I was going through school
and learning about becoming a teacher, they had a great big course on
the preparation of materials. And one of the big materials they seemed-
to be greatly concerned about was bulletin boards. So, they spent
hours on bulletin boards and I used to sit there and think that this
was the craziest thing I'd ever encountered because they had rulers.
They had rulers with right angles to them.- Rulers that went this way,
all kinds of measurements for letters, all these things. You made
these great architectural designs for every bulletin board you put up.
Now, with the tribal people these kinds of things are unnecessary. I

can look at that space over there, as most people can look at it, and
I start in,the middle or I can start in the corner, or I can start over
here and I'll come out and fit those directions from textbooks. I can
make my own letters. I can space it in my.mind--I don't need to put it
on a piece of paper. This was very upsetting to people doing instruc-
tion. BerausP

handle space in different ways from nontribal people in the United
States. As you observe your learners you may find some directions
superfluous. If you have a learner who wants to convey through a
bulletin board what he has learned--to demonstrate what has been accom-
plished- -and you give that book and you tell him you want to look at
his plan of how he's going to display this, it's not going to happen.
You say to him, "Do it in your way." If he wants help, he'll either
get it from another colleague or from you. As you watch your own
particular individuals you will find that some directions and instruc-
tions are superfluous. You don't need to give them. I have learned
this the hard way because I am inclined to overdirections myself. So,
I give you this bit of hard-earned advice.

11 " II

The other thing in working with your students--and I don't know
how to say this--other than to ask you to be consistent with-what you
say and how you behave. If you are not consistent with these, it
won't be long before somebody spots you as a phony. You must be
consistent in those situations. Maybe I can help you this way. The
tribal people will read your behavior before they will listen to your
words. If your behavior indicates that you're lying--not consistent
with your words--you will become less and less in their minds. Your
ability to hold contact with them will become less and less. Be sure
your words are consistent with your behavior, and how you feel. I

can't think of any one thing that is more important than that. What
are some of the things we do that show this inconsistency? Such
things as when you are talking with an adult learner, many of us talk
in such a way that the adult learner comes to view himself as mentally
retarded. We talk--and you can hear your voice tone change--as some
teachers talk to little children. They will slow the pace down; they
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will enunciate as if you're deaf and dumb and their pitch-also changes.
The tribal people fear this because that's what they remember about
their first encounter with that first grade teacher. When you talk
with them and work with them and if you really say that I accept you as

an adult learner you'll relate to that individual as an adult learner.
That means that as an adult learner, that if they wish to say something
to you intruth, you be willing to accept what you said you were going
to accept. You be as willing to accept criticism as you are to give it
out. They will test you, and if you're not willing to accept criticism,
they'll find it out very soon.

Another thing in relation to this behavior and feeling is some-
times the tribal people will ask you to join with them in tribal events.
You have said up to that time you have wanted to learn their way of
life. If you have really wanted to learn about their way of life, then
you will participate with them in these particular events; or if you
cannot, say you cannot and for what purpose. They will respect you, if
you have been truthful. For example, I have often been invited--and
I'm sure my husband could tolerate it--but I have not that kind of
behavior, to certain potlach ceremonies of the British Columbia people.
In one of them, there is the involvement at which time one of the indi-
viduals who is participating in the ceremony has the right to bite
whomever he pleases. And, you must be willing to accept that particular
damage to yourself. I find myself at this time unable to accept this.
I say that to the individual. Whatever has gone into me at this time
I find it unable to allo4 that to happen to me; therefore, it would not
be with honor and respect that I could attend the ceremony. Please,
excuse me. They respect this particular ignorance and inability on my
part. But if I lied to them and went and found that I could" not do it,
then they would begin to have questions about me--about my integrity.
If you say you are going to participate and you're very eager to
participate and every time someone asks you to participate and you have
an excuse, that is not a really valid excuse. It's just a way out. It

begins to count up, though. You'll soon find that the students will
begin offering excuses for why they can't come to your classes, because
they doubt your authenticity.

In relation to being consistent, people often ask, "What are the
rewards, what are the punishments, what are the motivations that work
with a tribal people?" For those tribal people that you will be
`involved with in Adult Basic Education, I cannot prove this; I could
not-offer you emperical data, I can offer you only what has been
expressed to me by many people in relation to this, the greatest moti-
vation is the quality of the teacher. Is the teacher somebody you want
to spend an hour with, two hours with, three hours with? It's the
quality of that teacher. Are you the kind of person-that they want to
spend time with. . . Maybe I can explain it this way because I have
always had a time explaining the goals of education for tribal people
because they vary with the goals of education for other people of the
United States. Historically for many tribes, the goal of their educa-
tional process--and remember every tribe had their own educational
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r process--education is not something new, they have their own educational
goals--the goal of education or the goals for many of the tribal people
were these: (1) The individual be educated so that he can survive and
live in that community; (2) that he not be a hindrance to his husband or
wife; (3) that he be someone that could care and protect his children
and that he be someone, when he got old that people still would want to
be with; and (4) that he wore well throughout the period of his life.
Education was a life process. It was to be shared. When you got old,
did people think you were old-fashioned or stupid or not longer worthy
of being associated with? The goal of the tribal people said, "No.
When you-are old, your worth was determined by whether your grand-
children wanted to come and visit you; whether your husband still found
you interesting to talk to, whether your sisters and brothers still
wanted to relate to you and whether the young valued you." This is true
of tribes today. Those people that are 60, 70 and 80 years old that
were educated in that way are some of the most fascinating people you
will ever meet. Those of us that were educated in a little bit
different way, we have to work harder at it We're more easily rejected
since we did not learn the educational process and we may appear dull
and uninteresting. People may not want to be around us. As you went
through each phase of education they believed, in their tribal ways,
that the greatest hindrance to a husband was an ignorant woman. If he
had an ignorant woman who could not cook, who could not take care of
the hides, who could not prepare the food, this cast a very serious
reflection on the husband. So, her education was something he was very
concerned about. This is the old traditional belief of education, and
one that I think if.we would put in our own educational ways in the
academic program, we wouldn't have so many of our people being shunted
off to old people's homes in their old age. They would still be of
interest, they would still be wearing well. They would be useful. It

just makes a difference in philosophy of education. This still holds
for those traditional people. If you have the quality of person that
they want to be associated with, and it is a nebulous kind of thing,
there is no formula for it. We've had a wide range of people that have
this quality.

We've had some abrasive, absolutely unbelievable people that just
irritate the daylights out of everybody else, but the tribal people
seem to be able to tolerate them because they are what they are. If

you're a rattlesnake and you're going as a rattlesnake, then that's
fine. But, if you're a rattlesnake. trying to go as a bunny, then it's
not going to work. They'll find out. So, the quality of the person
to me as I look at the people is the basic motivation, the basic reward,
and the punishment. Telling them that they are going to get a certif-
icate, a gold star, these kinds of things--it won't work. Even the
young say to me, "What do I care about that squiggle they give me?",
which is what they call grades. All young are beginning to question
the squiggles, but the tribal people are more inclined to question the
squiggles.

The last thing I would like to talk to you about is where you
choose your curriculum from and your projects for education. Some of
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them should come from the ways of the people and should be a contribu-
tion to the people. I see very few Adult Education projects doing
this. For example, I attended, at the invitation of the Warm Springs
people a week ago, their session on the return of the McQuinn Strip to
their particular reservation. As I sat there and listened to them, I
thought, "Where are the Adiat Education people?" They should have been
here helping with this particular project. How could they help? The
McQuinn Strip is a little-bitty strip of land that borders the reserva-
tion. A survey by the tribe prior to presentation to Congreis was
going to have to be made of that particular land. An Adult Education
project should have gone out and used its ability to count, its ability
to read, its ability to write or develop these abilities and found
those markv,:s4-21ace those markers. Take pictures of that. Write
about that. Do you know who did it? The local Boy Scouts of America
did much of the advance material which the tribal groupings went out
and checked ags3n. Now, if the Boy Scouts cal do it, where. are those
Adult Education people. Beginning with the cdvance material, the Warm
Springs tribe got their own group of people. Their very old, their
tribal council people and their very young because anybody who is a
tribal member knows that if you're going to get a resolution, you
better have all three groups. The young may have to carry it on
because everything we try to get takes us at least thirty years
minimum to accomplish. So, you take those three groups. But, they
started with the basic data input provided by the Boy Scouts. This is
just one incident in which an Adult Education group could have made a
contribution to the tribal setting that would have been highly valued
by the people. They have a great deal of respect in this group for
the local Boy Scout troops for having done this. These are the kinds
of projects that build and help people see the quality of you as a
teacher; that you are really concerned about what the lives of the
people are involved with.

These are a few points that I would like to convey to you; two
sources of data that I would like to point out to you that might be
of help to you for biographical and bibliography because both are in
this volume on social education. It has many sources in it; both
media sources, written sources and the social sciences. For the
social science teachers of the United States--this is their magazine.
They put together this one on the tribal people; education in relation
to the tribal people. The whole magazine is devoted to thdt. As far
as I can tell (I wrote in it you know, this always gives you a bias),
it is excellent. The reason I also point out in it is that some of
the poetry by my husband, who is a poet, is in there that you could
also get a notion of what I mean about how the people express them-
selves.

Audience: What volume is it?

Dr. Redbird-Selam: Volume 36, number 5, of the National Council
for the Social Studies. I'll leave this copy, Dr. Chatham, and they
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may look at it and see if it is of value to them. The other one--these
books, there are several of them. There are some readers being
published now by the American Indian Historical Society. This one is
particularly on the textbooks and the American Indian. This is why I
greatly encourage you to prepare your own material for your own group.

These two I will leave for you. There are others that are coming
out from the American Indian Historical Society. Adult Education
teachers might even submit some of the material of their students,
because their students are very often authorities about their way of
life, for publication. Many of the students you have are authorities
about some aspect of tribal life. If you understand the way that people
have tried to preserve their own entity; for example, (and it may or may
not be to our advantage) one of the ways of the tribal people (and some
who have gone through a process of culturation have tried to get away
from this) is many families have favorite children. The tribal people
are not known for their democracy. They have favorite children. The
favorite children were selected out for certain kinds of behavior. The
other children were taught; these are the favored children (they were
never lied to); therefore, there will be certain kinds of statuses this
individual will have that others will not have. He is the favorite.
The favorite children of many families were the children they were most
reluctant to have educated. They were the ones they would hide away;
try to keep at home; try to keep away from any kind of contact with
other people. So, you will find among these people that are still
favorite people, they will still have retained their ways of their
people. For example, the Indian Historian publishes a magazine for
children called The Wee Wish Tree. Some of those tribal people could
write very well for The Wee Wish Tree. What they know about their ways
and the concise and precise way they could express it--it could be done.

I think that as you go to work with individuals you sometimes
think that there are so many variables to hold in my head--I'll never
make it. There are just too many there. But, I think the quality of
what you are and even when you can't handle the variables when they
get to be too many, as long as you're truthful to the people about
it-- you'll make it! They recognize that. there are too many variables
for most people some of the time. No one is exempt from making a
mistake.

Audience: Why were certain children picked?

Dr. Redbird- Selan: It seemed to come from the child. As near as
I could tell from those groupings that had the favorite child, the
child exhibited something that they don't even talk about. If you talk
about it, the great spirit or somebody might take the child away. So,
you can't talk about it. All you do is behave with it You never
actually say to anybody, "this is our favorite son." But, everything
you do and when the children relate to that (what you tell the children
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to do) indicates--and everyone knows--this is the favorite person. To
say anything about it, I think most are reluctant to even mention it,
now. Sucha beautiful child; such a lovely child; such a favorite
child; too many things might come in and take away this prized nosses-
sion. Even though some today still practice the use of favorite child
most of them won't talk about it.

There are a lot of things that have to do with these kinds of
statuses that are at variances with the rest of the universe. Some-
times you will get these people in your Adult Basic Education and you
may find that the other people are deferring to that individual and
you can't understand the deference and why they aren't more competitive
or they aren't doing something else. This hold is still there.

Audience: Who decides what makes your name inheritance?

Dr. Redbird-Selam: It depends on your people or your community..
Sometimes it is the grandmother, sometimes it is a religious group--it
will vary with your particular setting. I was given mine by my grand-
mother. But, that is because in our people the clan is held by the
female. In other places when the important designations are held by
the male, ceremonies will be entirely different. Also, if the indivi-
dual does something different he may also receive a new name that the
tribal group itself may give him. So, you have hereditary positions
and earned positions among the people. How they set your attitude;
how they set your notion are very unique for each group. I would be
hesitant to generalize on that point. It's past my time. Thank you.

Dr. Chatham: Thank you, Dr. Redbird -Selam.
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APPENDIX

SOME CURRENT TRENDS IN THE RELIGIOUS SECTOR OF VOLUNTARISM

Any examination of the current trends and attitudes toward voluntary
action by religious groups should include a discussion of some of the
following major points. It is apparent from field experience and from
the surveys to change within national organizations that some of these
trends will have great implications for the future of voluntarism and
indeed for the daily life of practitioner-volunteer. They are summarized
briefly as follows:

1. Greater effort to establish valid priorities among pressing social
issues and needs.

The determination of what is most important will be made after
input by participants or consumers of programs and. services. There
will be greater thought given to which goals are manageable by the
particular agency as well as which goals are appropriate.

2. Continued emphasis on more comprehensive programs for the local
community.

There will be a strong move toward unifying services and elim-
inating the separate operation of discreet programs which attack
only one small element in the total problem. Development programs
will become an umbrella for the delivery of a variety of services,
all of which have been unified for the sake of the client.

3. Accelerated moved toward greater competency.

Directors of programs sponsored by religious groups will feel
increased pressures for producing the results which are actually
claimed. The trend toward greater accountability in quality of
operation will continue. Individual volunteers from religious groups
will become more training-minded. There will be a far greater
emphasis on in-service training by health, education and 'social
service agencies.

4. Greater relevancy of voluntary action.

Volunteers are moving away from the charity bic. Reports from
the data banks of national voluntary agencies show that the interests
of volunteers do parallel their awareness of which issues are critical.
Voluntary initiatives on the problems arising from drug addiction were
noted in early 1969. Ecology concerns were reflected in action
programs in 1971. Areas showing the strongest, steadiest and longest
interest appear to be the educational ones, especially tutoring in
schools and rather surprisingly, courts - and - justice ones. Move-
ment in the health areas is just beginning, but will increase as the



voluntary sector becomes more knowledgeable about the complexities
in health care delivery and learns how to make the best use of the
time and skills of medical professionals.

5. Increasing variation in the types of active volunteers.

The numbers of low-income citizens who work voluntarily to bring
about better services or community change will increase, The volun-
teer with specific professional skills will be sought by agencies and
groups. The sentimentalists among volunteers will be increasingly
challenged to upgrade skills and relate to clients in nonpatronizing
fashions.

6. A new emphasis on how a total community should function.

Interest in the problem of how various religious groups should
react with each other to solve a community need is giving way to
attention on the more fundamental question of how a total, viable
community with all its many interacting units should function, The
goal will be to think about how to create a balanced, more human
Community, and not primarily how to get religious groups to work
together on separate issues. In other words, the long-range effect
of action on the total organic life of the community is to become a
primary consideration. Short-range solutions presnnted by various
pressure groups or by "intuitive" leaders will be looked at more
closely and projections of data will be made in an attempt to antic-
ipate possible outcomes as they affect the whole community.

In short, if both individual volunCeers and groups from the religious
sector manage to refrain from reinventing the wheel and show an increasing
awareness of their responsibilities in shaping social change, great possi-
bilities will emerge in our common future.
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